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Summary
Precision orchard management as a specific form of precision agriculture aims
at supporting decision makers and farm managers by providing strategies to
optimize crop production. Multiple information sources are used. In this thesis,
the use of remote sensing images is explored for that purpose. In the past, an
orchard was the smallest management scale to deal with it, whereas nowadays
it concerns individual trees and leaves. This research explored downscaling
methods for satellite images, bridging the gap between the tree patterns and
detailed geographical information of trees on the ground. It focused on using
both coarse and very high resolution satellite images with the aim of providing
meaningful information at different level of scales.
First, downscaling cokriging was carried out to match the spatial resolutions
when
obtaining
Land
Surface
Temperature
(LST)
and
Actual
EvapoTranspiration (AET) from remote sensing images. We first applied it to a
1000m resolution MODIS LST product. We also downscaled a coarse AET map
to a 250m resolution. For both procedures, the 250 m resolution MODIS NDVI
product was the co-variable. The two procedures were applied to an
agricultural area with a traditional irrigation network in Iran. The study showed
that AET values obtained with the two downscaling procedures were similar to
each other, but that AET showed a higher spatial variability if obtained with
downscaled LST. We concluded that LST had a large effect on producing AET
maps from Remote Sensing (RS) images and that downscaling cokriging was
helpful to provide daily AET maps at medium spatial resolution.
Second, super resolution mapping (SRM) was applied to a high resolution
GeoEye image of a vineyard in Iran with the aim to determine the Actual
EvapoTranspiration (AET) and Potential EvapoTranspiration (PET). The Surface
Energy Balance System (SEBS) applied for that purpose requires the use of a
thermal band, provided by a Landsat TM image of a 30 m resolution. Image
fusion downscaled this information to the 0.5 by 0.5 m2 scale level. Grape trees
in the vineyard planted in rows allowed us to distinguish three levels: field,
rows of trees and individual trees. The study concluded that modern satellite
derived information in combination with recently developed image analysis
methods is able to provide reliable AET values at the row level, but not yet for
every individual tree.
Third, a framework based upon scale-space theory for detecting and
delineating individual trees was developed. The study focused on extracting
reliable and detailed information from very High Resolution (VHR) satellite
images for the detection of individual trees. The images contain detailed
information on spectral and geometrical properties of trees. Individual trees
were modeled using a bell shaped spectral profile. Gaussian scale-space theory
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was applied to search for extrema in the scale-space domain. The procedures
were tested on two orchards with different tree types, tree sizes and tree
observation patterns. Local extrema of the determinant of the Hessian
corresponded well to the geographical coordinates and the size of individual
trees. False detections arising from a slight asymmetry of trees were
distinguished from multiple detections of the same tree with different extents.
The study demonstrated how the suggested framework can be used for image
segmentation for orchards with different types of trees. It concluded that
Gaussian scale-space theory can be applied to extract information from VHR
satellite images for individual tree detection. This may lead to improved
decision making for irrigation and crop water requirement purposes in future
studies.
Fourth, a refined tree crown model based upon Gaussian scale-space theory
was developed from very high resolution satellite images. It focused on
investigating the use of scale-space theory to detect individual trees in
orchards. Trees were characterized by blobs, e.g., bell shaped surfaces. Their
modelling required the identification of local maxima, whereas location of the
maxima in the scale direction provided information about the tree size. The
study presents a two-step procedure to relate the detected blobs to tree
objects in the field. A Gaussian blob model identified tree crowns and an
improved tree crown model was applied by modifying this model in the scale
direction. Three representative cases were evaluated: an area with isolated
vitellaria trees, an orchard with walnut trees and one with oil palm trees.
Results showed that the refined Gaussian blob model improves upon the
traditional Gaussian blob model by discriminating well between false and
correct detections and accurately identifying size and position of trees. We
concluded that the presented two-step modeling procedure is useful to
automatically detect individual trees from VHR satellite images for at least
three representative cases.
To summarize, this research focused on satellite based methods at different
levels of scales for orchard management. It improved the monitoring of trees,
the detection of changes, mapping of tree health and determination of crop
water requirement.
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Samenvatting
Precisiebeheer van boomgaarden is een specifieke vorm van precisielandbouw
die bedoeld is om beslissers en bedrijfsmanagers te ondersteunen door
strategieën te bieden voor het optimaliseren van de gewasproductie. Hiervoor
worden meerdere informatiebronnen gebruikt. In dit proefschrift wordt het
gebruik van satelliet-beelden onderzocht voor dat doel. In het verleden was
een boomgaard de kleinste beheersschaal, terwijl het tegenwoordig om
individuele bomen en bladeren gaat. Dit onderzoek onderzocht
neerschalingsmethoden voor satellietbeelden, om de kloof tussen het patroon
van bomen en gedetailleerde geografische informatie van bomen op de grond
te overbruggen. Het richtte zich op het gebruik van zowel lage als zeer hoge
resolutie satellietbeelden met als doel zinvolle informatie op verschillende
schaalniveau's te bieden.
De eerste studie beschrijft hoe neerschalend cokriging is uitgevoerd om
ruimtelijke resoluties aan te passen bij het verkrijgen van Land Oppervlakte
Temperatuur (LST) en Actuele EvapoTranspiratie (AET) informatie van
satellietbeelden. We hebben het toegepast op een MODIS LST-product met een
resolutie van 1000 m. We hebben ook een ruwe AET-kaart neergeschaald naar
een resolutie van 250 m. Voor beide procedures was het MODIS NDVI-product
met een resolutie van 250 m de co-variabele. De twee procedures zijn
toegepast op een landbouwgebied met een traditioneel irrigatienetwerk in Iran.
De studie toonde aan dat AET-waarden verkregen met de twee
neerschalingsprocedures vergelijkbaar waren met elkaar, maar dat AET een
hogere ruimtelijke variabiliteit vertoonde als het is verkregen met
neergeschaalde LST. We concludeerden dat LST een sterk effect had op het
produceren van AET-kaarten van satellietbeelden en dat de techniek
neerschalend cokriging nuttig was om dagelijkse AET-kaarten te genereren
met een gemiddelde ruimtelijke resolutie.
De tweede studie past superresolutie kartering (SRM) toe op een hoge resolutie
GeoEye-beeld van een wijngaard in Iran met als doel de actuele
EvapoTranspiratie (AET) en potentiële EvapoTranspiratie (PET) te bepalen. Het
Surface Energy Balance System (SEBS) dat voor dat doel wordt toegepast,
vereist het gebruik van een thermische band, geleverd door een Landsat TMbeeld met een resolutie van 30 m. Fusie van beelden verkleinde deze
informatie naar het schaalniveau van 0,5 bij 0,5 m2. Druivenbomen in de
wijngaard, geplant in rijen, hebben ons in staat gesteld om drie niveaus te
onderscheiden: veld, rijen bomen en individuele bomen. De studie
concludeerde dat moderne informatie afgeleid van satellietbeelden in
combinatie met recent ontwikkelde beeldanalysemethoden in staat is om
betrouwbare AET-waarden te leveren op het niveau van een individuele rij,
maar nog niet voor elke afzonderlijke boom.
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De derde studie presenteert een kader dat gebaseerd is op schaal-ruimte
theorie voor het detecteren en afbakenen van individuele bomen. De studie
richtte zich op het extraheren van betrouwbare en gedetailleerde informatie
van zeer hoge resolutie (VHR) satellietbeelden voor de detectie van individuele
bomen. De beelden bevatten gedetailleerde informatie over spectrale en
geometrische eigenschappen van bomen. Individuele bomen zijn gemodelleerd
met behulp van een klokvormig spectraal profiel. Gaussische schaal-ruimte
methoden zijn toegepast om extremen in het schaal-ruimte domein te zoeken.
De procedures zijn getest op twee boomgaarden met verschillende
boomsoorten, boomgroottes en observatiepatronen. Lokale extremen van de
determinant van de Hessiaan kwamen goed overeen met de geografische
coördinaten en de grootte van individuele bomen. Verkeerde detecties als
gevolg van een lichte asymmetrie van bomen hebben we onderscheiden van
meerdere detecties van dezelfde boom met een verschillende omvang. De
studie toonde aan hoe het voorgestelde kader kan worden gebruikt voor
beeldsegmentatie voor boomgaarden met verschillende soorten bomen. Het
concludeerde dat de Gaussische schaal-ruimte theorie kan worden toegepast
om informatie uit VHR-satellietbeelden te extraheren voor de detectie van
individuele bomen. Dit kan leiden tot verbeterde besluitvorming voor irrigatie
en gewaswatervereisten in toekomstige studies.
De vierde studie toont een verfijnd boomkroonmodel dat is ontwikkeld
gebaseerd op Gaussische schaal-ruimte theorie uit zeer hoge resolutie
satellietbeelden. Het richtte zich op het onderzoeken van het gebruik van
schaal-ruimte theorie om individuele bomen in boomgaarden op te sporen.
Bomen zijn gekenmerkt door ‘blobs’ (klodders), bijvoorbeeld klokvormige
oppervlakken. Hun modellering vereiste de identificatie van lokale maxima,
terwijl de locatie van de maxima in de schaalrichting informatie verschafte over
omvang van een boom. De studie presenteert een tweestaps procedure om de
gedetecteerde blobs te relateren aan boomobjecten in het veld. Een Gaussisch
blobmodel identificeerde boomkronen en een verbeterd boomkroonmodel is
toegepast door dit model in de schaalrichting aan te passen. Drie
representatieve gevallen zijn geëvalueerd: een gebied met geïsoleerde
vitellaria-bomen, een boomgaard met notenbomen en een boomgaard met
oliepalmen. De resultaten toonden aan dat het verfijnde Gaussische blobmodel
het traditionele Gaussische blobmodel verbeterde door een goed onderscheid
te maken tussen verkeerde en correcte detecties en de grootte en positie van
bomen nauwkeurig te identificeren. We concludeerden dat de gepresenteerde
tweestaps procedure waardevol was om individuele bomen van VHRsatellietbeelden automatisch te detecteren voor ten minste drie
representatieve gevallen.
Samenvattend, dit onderzoek concentreerde zich op satelliet gebaseerde
methoden op verschillende schaalniveaus voor het beheer van boomgaarden.
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Het verbeterde het monitoren van bomen, de detectie van veranderingen, het
in kaart brengen van de gezondheid van bomen en het vaststellen van het
vereiste water.
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1.1

Background

Precision orchard management as a specific form of precision agriculture
supports decision makers and farm managers with suggestions and
recommendations for monitoring individual trees. It provides an optimal
management strategy from multiple sources to optimize crop production, and
deals with variation at different levels of detail (Pierce and Nowak, 1999). For
instance, important in this respect is irrigation water requirement if water
scarcity prevails. Efficient use of water is then needed to provide optimal yields
to contribute positively to issues of food security. Water availability and supply
at the right level affect the possibility of irrigating, and may even influence the
security of investments in an agricultural area. Precision agriculture aims at
providing integration of advanced geomatical technologies such as a Global
Positioning System (GPS), a geospatial information system (GIS) and Remote
Sensing products in supporting agricultural activities.
Use of Remote Sensing (RS) technologies in irrigation management
applications provides an opportunity for farmers and decision makers to
manage their products at maximized cost-benefit ratio concerning the field
variation comparing to the use of traditional techniques (Brisco et al., 2014).
RS technologies acquire data processes on the Earth in a variety of types and
at different spatio-temporal resolutions. Satellite data can be divided into three
levels of resolutions: high (< 50 cm), coarse (> 1 km) and medium (for
instance 250 m). Many coarse spatial resolution products are publicly available
and are widely used, for example in monitoring water deficit in agricultural
area that is used in turn to retrieve EvapoTranspiration (ET), water content,
and other products that are necessary for precision orchard management.

1.2

Crop water requirement

There is a need for estimating remote sensing-based high resolution ET maps
and improve estimation of Crop Water Requirement (CWR) in orchard
management (Ha et al., 2012a). The absence of access to higher spatial
resolution of ET maps has been a challenge because of coarser resolution
thermal bands from satellite sensors (Ha et al., 2012b). To overcome this
issue, disaggregation methods are needed to increase the spatial resolution of
ET images and thermal bands of satellite sensors.
Determining the water supply for various crops types based upon their
requirement for consumption is an important management decision (Wu et al.,
2012). Water deficit, defined as the difference between supply and
requirement, is increasingly the result of improper water resource
management. An important variable in this respect is the crop ET. In fact, the
ET refers to two simultaneous processes related to plant - moisture interaction:
evaporation, being the loss of water from the soil surface, and transpiration
2
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the removal of water from wet vegetation through the atmosphere (Allen et
al., 1998). Actual ET (AET) is defined as the actual elimination of water from
the surface, and Potential ET (PET) as the capability of the atmosphere to
remove the water from the surface as a consequence of evaporation and
transpiration. In agricultural irrigation management systems, the amount of
water that is needed to maximize crop productivity, the so-called Crop Water
Requirement (CWR), equals the difference between AET and PET:

CWR

PET

AET

(1.1)

The CWR is thus the deficit, or the water stress of the crop and water
supplement is required if CWR 0.

1.3

Scale issues in Remote Sensing

Scale of RS data and scale of management are usually not matching. There is
a need to improve applicability of RS data in precision orchard management
one needs to change the support of RS data. The change of support could be
either upscaling or downscaling. In traditional agriculture, a field was the
smallest scale for management. In modern precision orchard management,
however, the management scale is rows of trees, individual trees or even
leaves. From the Remote Sensing point of view, scale means the spatial
resolution, or the support of the data and scale transfer is change in support.
Support is the largest area of an object of interest (Bierkens et al., 2000) where
refers to the ground resolution cell size as it represents the pixel size of the
image. To achieve a finer scale level, the pixel size needs to be divided into
smaller pixels. Downscaling aims at dividing coarse resolution pixels to obtain
finer spatial resolutions. Downscaling is equivalent to decreasing the support
of the image and is a disaggregation method. Disaggregation methods can be
classified into scale-based (downscaling) and image fusion methods (Ha et al.,
2012b). Both methods aim to enhance spectral and spatial resolution of
images. Downscaling methods convert a coarse resolution image into an image
of a finer spatial resolution. Downscaling methods do not change radiometric
properties of the image (Luo et al., 2008). In contrast, image fusion uses two
or more images from different or the same sensors (Aiazzi et al., 2002) to
obtain both a higher spatial resolution and a finer spectral resolution image.
Fusion is carried out to produce a relevant RS product using high, medium and
low resolution images. Adversely, there also could be a demand of aggregating
fine spatial resolution pixels to a coarse spatial resolution. Aggregation is
referred to upscaling by increasing the support of the research area (Bierkens
et al., 2000). Figure 1.1 illustrates the downscaling and upscaling concepts.
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Figure 1.1: The concept of downscaling by decreasing and upscaling by increasing the
pixel support

The field scale
In an agricultural system, fields as traditional management units, are
observable from RS images that may show spatial variation within each field.
Improved measurement facilities and location specific conditions of soils and
crops at any given time are playing a crucial role in modern precision orchard
management (Bouma, 2007). In this way, timely, updated and localized
information are vital for various management actions such as control of
irrigation water. Timely information means real time observations and per day
decision making. Such information should be available at the scale of
management. For instance, farmers require information regarding crop water
requirement and soil moisture conditions during the growing season. Decision
making, however, can also be considered at different levels such as that of the
national government, the local government, agro-industrial complexes, and
farmers. It is important to know the scale of RS data and compare that at the
scale at which decision making needs to be applied for the agricultural purposes
(Bierkens et al., 2000). Definition of scale implies spatial and temporal
variability. The scale level should therefore be considered in relation to the
scale level that is required for the decision makers in agricultural management
systems.
Bouma (2007) pointed out that management decisions by farmers and decision
makers can be divided into three dimensions: the strategic dimension, the
tactical dimension, and operational decisions. The strategic dimension covers
major decisions about the future of farm. The choice of crop type or level of
scale further belongs to a tactical dimension. As operational decisions, and with
respect to the context of precision orchard management it is for example
important to know where and how much water should be given to each field or
specific parts of the fields, e.g. rows, or in orchard to the particular tree.
Therefore, it is important to obtain correct and reliable information at an
4
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operational scale. In particular, Remote Sensing techniques should be applied
at the required level of scale.
Use RS images of a coarse spatial resolution and a high temporal and spectral
resolution in the field management are problematic to be used for precision
orchard management, as their large pixel size is not useful for management at
the field level. This problem can be solved by means of downscaling and fusion
methods. To produce the timely and localized end products, downscaling
techniques could provide the high spatial resolution satellite data to produce
proper information, e.g., timely crop water requirement at the required scale
which is useful for different levels of precision orchard management.
The plant scale
In traditional agricultural management system, the field was the smallest unit.
Nowadays, the management scale is finer, namely the rows of tree in orchard,
or even individual trees. In that sense, RS observation and management scale
practices do not fully coincide yet. High spatial resolution satellite images can
be used to identify groups of trees and study their spatial characteristics, but
the spatial resolution still is too coarse to count and detect individual trees
precisely. Therefore, the pixel size of the image on the ground is too coarse to
distinguish trees in a row. Nowadays most trees and rows of trees, are irrigated
using drip irrigation method. This method drips water slowly to optimize water
use. The drippers could be closed for several reasons, such as the presence of
sediment causing water shortage, which leads to low production and eventually
dying of trees. To avoid this problem, individual trees need to be inspected
during the growing season. This will create a possibility to irrigate each tree
based upon its actual water needs. To achieve this, the spatial location of each
individual tree is needed as well as its crop water requirement. Water supply
can be measured through soil moisture, whereas the CWR in orchards is not
always fixed and stable because of the temporal variation in various type of
the orchards and yearly weather changes. The water stress at individual trees
shows variation and characterization depending on temporal, spatial and
weather-related categories. In many production situations, such as a vineyard,
only one type of crop is cultivated. Even here, there is a variation in
temperature, solar radiation and humidity.
High spatial resolution satellite images provide fine spatial details on the
ground. Rows of trees can be distinguished and can be enumerated using the
high resolution panchromatic band. Trees with different canopy crown
structures and shapes are covered in an RS image by several pixels.
Downscaling methods divide those pixels into smaller ones in order to obtain
finer spatial resolution by means of achieving more details of extracting
individual trees.
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1.4

Uncertainty issues in spatial modeling

Spatial data quality is a key issue in GeoInformation science. It allows to
identify sources of uncertainty and thus to make better decisions. Fisher (1997)
pointed out three forms of uncertainty during the process of deriving spatial
data set from the real world: error, vagueness and ambiguity. Error is the
difference between object measured with unknown error and the same object
measured without error. Vagueness or fuzziness is uncertainty in the definition
of an object or its position on the ground. It can often be identified with respect
to the extent of an object. Ambiguity arises due to disagreement on objects
and the way they are defined in a spatial data set (Fisher, 1997). To investigate
the uncertainty, a reference data set is indispensable. A reliable reference data
set should specify how it was collected and how it relates to the data set used
for the analysis. Van Oort (2006) defined 11 elements for spatial data quality.
In this research, we consider positional accuracy, variation in quality and
resolution. Uncertainty can be assessed using statistical models and spatial
models for the purpose of

Disaggregation of thermal remote sensing images from coarse to fine
spatial resolution.

Disaggregation of ET maps from coarse to fine spatial resolution.

Presence of spatial extent and location for detecting individual trees.
For precision orchard management, uncertainty assessment is useful to
validate a tree crown boundary by the presence and the spatial extent of
individual trees. Accuracy indicators with respect to the spatial extent of the
tree objects include: true positives where a tree is present both on the image
and in the reference data; false positives where a tree is present on the image
but absent at the reference data; and false negatives where there a tree is
absent on the image but present in the reference data (Schuenemeyer and
Drew, 2010). In the context of field data to validate information obtained from
remote sensing images, uncertainty should be evaluated with respect to the
another source of data e.g., in-situ data or the use of better satellite images,
i.e. images of a finer resolution, with at least the same spectral bands and
collected at the same time.

1.5

Research problems

This thesis addresses various problems in orchard management. Low water
productivity and inappropriate water allocation due to losses of water in the
agricultural irrigation networks may cause low water use efficiency in orchards.
Because of accurate and precise CWR estimation, there is an essential need for
optimal water allocation to support irrigation management in time and space.
Water should be supplied as much as tree in an orchard need with the precise
allocation and based on CWR. An important variable regarding water supply is
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estimation of crop ET. The CWR can be determined using Actual ET (AET) and
Potential ET (PET) based on satellite RS products.
Lack of high resolution daily AET maps needs to be addressed for water
resource management at the orchard scale. The absence of coarse spatial
resolution of thermal band at publicly available RS satellite data and in Very
High Resolution (VHR) satellite data encounter technical problem to generate
the high spatial resolution daily AET maps considering uncertainty issues.
For orchard management, trees are the objects of interest, in particular when
it concerns their water supply. Detection of individual trees and delineation of
the vegetated crown boundaries are therefore predominant, e.g., for efficient
decision making on the CWR. In irrigation orchard management, estimation of
CWR depends upon the tree species, tree locations, and tree sizes where the
amount of water supply relies on vegetated tree cover fraction. Moreover,
individual trees have a spatial pattern at both coarse and fine remotely sensed
imageries. These patterns address different parameters related to the tree
crown such as tree species and tree sizes with increasingly showing more detail
and texture at finer spatial resolution. Detection of individual trees from RS
images requires sufficient spectral and geometrical details, in particular Very
High Resolution (VHR) satellite images are adequate among current RS
images. This scale level of detail is however insufficient for detecting individual
trees, where adjacent tree canopies interlocks, especially during the growing
season.

1.6

Research objectives and questions

The main objective of this research is to assess uncertainty of disaggregation
methods supporting precision agriculture management in the field and the
plant scales. This includes the following sub-objectives:
First objective: To generate high resolution daily AET maps and consider
uncertainties of downscaling in both data and methods.
In this objective the following research questions are addressed:

How to generate medium spatial resolution AET maps using thermal band
of coarse spatial resolution of RS satellite image?

What method is most convenient to scale ET maps with the thermal band
of RS satellite images?

How to carry out an uncertainty analysis for downscaling methods at finer
spatial resolution AET maps?
Second objective: To disaggregate from the field scale to the rows and
individual plants for AET estimation integrating SRM and image fusion.
In this objective the following research questions are addressed:
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How to extract information of individual plants of vineyard with SRM?
What could be the role of SRM at plant scale information for vineyard?
How to validate the result of SRM?
How to integrate the results of SEBS and SRM?

Third objective: To investigate the application of scale-space methods for
individual tree detection from VHR remote sensing imageries.
In this objective the following research questions are addressed:

What kind of information do we need in the scale-space methods?

Can scale-space be used accurately to detect individual trees in VHR
satellite images?

How to validate the result of the scale-space for individual tree detection?
Fourth objective: To improve automatic detection of individual tree crowns
from VHR satellite images by refining a Gaussian blob model in Gaussian scalespace.
In this objective the following research questions are addressed:

How to refine the tree crown modeling in the scale-space methods?

How to validate the results of improved tree crown modeling?

What are the differences between discrete and sampled Gaussian scalespace in resulting detection of individual trees?

How important is the shape of individual trees in the scale-space methods?

1.7

Thesis outline

This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapters 1 and 6 correspond to the
introduction and synthesis. Chapters 2-5 present the four technical articles
based on ISI journal and conference articles that are published or currently
under review for the publication.
Chapter 1. Gives the general introduction to the needs of optimal water
allocation on the field and the plant scale levels by introducing the research
objectives and research question.
Chapter 2. Proposes the comparison of two downscaling procedures to
increase the spatial resolution of mapping actual evapotranspiration.
Chapter 3. Proposes the integration and implementation of detecting rows of
plants and mapping daily evapotranspiration for individual trees.
Chapter 4. Describes the implementation of detecting individual trees using
the scale-space methods focusing on the presence and spatial extent of the
detected individual tree crown results.
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Chapter 5. Proposes and improves the tree crown modeling by refining the
Gaussian blob model over the scale direction focusing on decreasing the
uncertainty on the final results concerning the spatial extent and location of
individual trees.
Chapter 6. Summarizes the conclusions of this research study by answering
the research questions and addressing the directions of the future works.
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Chapter 2 A comparison of two downscaling
procedures to increase the spatial resolution
of mapping actual evapotranspiration1

This chapter is based on the published paper:
Mahour, M., Tolpekin, V. A., Stein, A., & Sharifi, M. A. (2017). A comparison of two
downscaling procedures to increase the spatial resolution of mapping actual
evapotranspiration. ISPRS journal of photogrammetry and remote sensing, 126, 56-67.
DOI: 10.1016/j.isprsjprs.2017.02.004
1
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Abstract
This research addressed the effects of downscaling cokriging Land Surface
Temperature (LST) on estimation of Actual Evapotranspiration (AET) from
remote sensing images. Two procedures were followed. We first applied
downscaling cokriging to a coarse resolution LST product of MODIS at 1000 m.
With its outcome, daily AET of a medium spatial resolution (250 m) was
obtained using the Surface Energy Balance System (SEBS). Second, we
downscaled a coarse AET map to medium spatial resolution (250 m). For both
procedures, the 250 m resolution MODIS NDVI product was used as a covariable. Validation was carried out using Landsat 8 images, from which LST
was derived from the thermal bands. The two procedures were applied to an
agricultural area with a traditional irrigation network in Iran. We obtained an
average LST value of 305.8 K as compared to a downscaled LST value of 307.0
K. Reference AET estimated with SEBS using Landsat 8 data was equal to 5.756
mm day-1, as compared with a downscaled AET value of 5.571 mm day-1. The
RMSE between reference AET and downscaled AET was equal to 1.26 mm day1 (r = 0.49) and between reference and downscaled LST to 3.67 K (r = 0.48).
The study showed that AET values obtained with the two downscaling
procedures were similar to each other, but that AET showed a higher spatial
variability if obtained with downscaled LST. We concluded that LST had a large
effect on producing AET maps from Remote Sensing (RS) images, and that
downscaling cokriging was helpful to provide daily AET maps at medium spatial
resolution.
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2.1

Introduction

Precision irrigation as a component of Precision Agriculture (PA) aims at
supporting decision makers and farm managers with suggestions and
recommendations to meet Crop Water Requirement (CWR) and hence to
improve water productivity. It provides a management strategy from multiple
sources to optimize crop production, dealing with variation at diverse levels of
detail (Pierce and Nowak, 1999). Irrigation Water Requirement (IWR) is
particularly challenging if water scarcity prevails. Efficient use of water is
needed to provide optimal yields and contribute positively to issues of water
scarcity and food security. Use of Remote Sensing (RS) technology in irrigation
management applications provides an opportunity for farmers and decision
makers to manage their farms by maximizing the cost-benefit ratio in terms of
field variation as compared to traditional techniques (Brisco et al., 2014). RS
technology acquires data from physical processes that are taking place on the
Earth in a variety of types, and at various spatio-temporal resolutions. Satellite
products are commonly divided into coarse (low), medium and fine (high)
spatial resolution images. Many coarse and medium spatial resolution images
of a high temporal resolution are publicly available and accessible to potential
users, whereas high spatial resolution images have a too low temporal
resolution or are only commercially available. In addition, such images
commonly miss several of the required spectral bands, e.g. the middle infrared
and thermal bands, thus limiting their applicability in modeling of natural
processes like EvapoTranspiration (ET). PA requires detailed information on
processes that are taking place on small segments of individual farms, hence
requiring high spatial resolution products. In short, high spatial and temporal
resolution images are required to provide ET maps that are useful for CWR and
IWR to support irrigation management (Ha et al., 2012a) at the farm level.
Producing daily ET maps of a high spatial resolution has been a challenge as
only coarse resolution thermal bands from satellite sensors are operationally
available at the required temporal resolution (Ha et al., 2012b). Downscaling
methods are potentially useful to increase the spatial resolution of ET maps
and thermal bands of various satellite sensors.
Obtaining ET information is a key component in estimating the water balance
in soil, vegetation and surface energy (Yang et al., 2006). It simultaneously
comprises water evaporation by means of land and water surfaces and
transpiration from vegetation (Gowda et al., 2007); (Allen et al., 1998). Two
types of ET are distinguished: AET is the actual elimination of water from the
vegetated area and the soil and potential ET (PET) is the capability of the
atmosphere to remove water from the surface as consequence of evaporation
and transpiration process if crop is severe water shortage.
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Several methods exist to estimate ET. First, ET can be measured within the
field. To do so, field measurements can be used in the eddy covariance
technique (EC), the Bowen ratio-energy balance (BREB), or soil water balance
techniques, such as surface renewal (SR) or lysimeter methods (Ha et al.,
2012a). Second, ET can be spatially estimated by means of the surface energy
balance, which combines information from different sources, such as RS
images, ground meteorological data. This study considers ET as a spatial
variable and hence it is important to know its spatial distribution at diverse
spatial scales. The distribution is likely to also change in time. Field-based
techniques are based upon point-based measurements and hence can only
partly provide this distribution for a large area. RS-based ET models estimate
ET from the field scale to the regional scale (Gowda et al., 2007) at different
spatial and temporal resolutions. In this context, several models have been
developed such as METRIC (Allen et al., 2007; Gowda et al., 2007), the Surface
Energy Balance Algorithm for Land (SEBAL); (Bastiaanssen, 2000), the
Simplified Surface energy Balance (SSEBS) (Senay et al., 2007), and the
Surface Energy Balance System (SEBS) (Su, 2002). All these models require
data from the thermal bands of satellite sensors. Daily ET maps estimated from
available and accessible RS data are too coarse to be used in precision farm
management, as the pixel sizes are commonly too large to well present spatial
variability within individual fields, thus causing substantial errors (Braswell et
al., 2003). Such errors are therefore caused by pixels that have diverse land
cover and various vegetation types, roughness conditions and soil moisture
contents (Kustas et al., 2004). Clearly, there is a gap between available and
needed spatial and temporal scales (Wu and Li, 2009) for optimal water
allocation in an irrigation network. Recently, high spatial resolution images
provide a tool to identify more accurate detail and variation in space, whereas
high temporal resolution images help us to understand variation of ET across
time at different field scales.
In geostatistics, scale is equivalent to the support size, and scale transfer
means change of support. Support for RS images is equivalent to the pixel
footprint. Support is the largest area for the property of interest that does not
include its variation. Downscaling decreases the support size of the pixel area,
thus increasing the spatial resolution of an image (Tang et al., 2015); this is
also called disaggregation. Disaggregation methods are classified into two
groups, traditional scale-based downscaling methods and image fusion
methods (Ha et al., 2012a), both aiming to enhance spectral properties and
spatial resolution of images. Downscaling methods convert a coarse spatial
resolution image to a finer spatial resolution image using geostatistical models.
They preserve the radiometric properties of the image. Image fusion, in
contrast, uses two or more images (Aiazzi et al., 2002) to obtain both high
spatial and spectral resolution images at the same time (Ha et al., 2012b).
Early examples are downscaling the Landsat 7 thermal band using NDVI as a
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co-variable (Rodriguez-Galiano et al., 2012), and integrating super resolution
mapping for ET estimation at the field scale using image fusion (Mahour et al.,
2015a). The basis for downscaling LST, however, is the inverse relationship
between LST and NDVI as has been studied well in literature (e.g. W. P. Kustas
et al. 2003). In this research geostatistical downscaling is used to increase the
spatial resolution thermal band of RS images for PA purposes. Moreover, the
SEBS model is used to estimate AET using satellite image data and weather
information.
The objective of this research was to study the effect of downscaling LST using
cokriging on estimation of AET applying SEBS. Medium resolution daily AET
maps were generated to quantify the uncertainties encountered during
downscaling.

2.2

Study area and data

Iran is a water scarce country with limited rainfall in a semi-arid region, being
a relatively dry country with limited water resources. The study area is a part
of an irrigation network located in a semi-arid region in the Qazvin province,
in the North of Iran. Qazvin is near Tehran and suffers from water shortage in
the agricultural sector. The Qazvin irrigation network contains two main lateral
canals (L1 and L2) and is one of the oldest and most advanced systems in the
country. The study area and its related network are used as a pilot area for
this study. The irrigation network is located between 36° 01' 05" to 36° 13' 09"
N and 50° 14' 34" to 50° 29' 31" E (Figure 2.1), near the city of Qazvin and
covers an area of approximately 400 km2. The network structures and methods
to determine CWR are old, causing substantial water loss, low water efficiency
and poor crop productivity.
The irrigated area consists of fallow farms and a wide diversity of crop types
such as wheat, corn, barley, canola, potato, sugar beet, lentil, pea, bean,
tomato, orchard and grape garden (vineyard). The irrigation network is defined
from the smallest level e.g., the field, to the largest level, e.g. the whole area.
A field (parcel) is the unit with a single crop type, and each farm includes one
or more fields. Figure 1 illustrates the irrigation network with the canals L1 and
L2 and the gates at the delivery points of water from the water utility system.
Each gate supplies water to several farms, e.g. each farm is irrigated via a
single gate.
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Figure 2.1:The study area located at part of the irrigation network in Qazvin, Iran,
including the L1 (right) and L2 (left) lateral canals that are clearly visible in the NW-SE
directions. Circles show gates at the beginning of each sub-lateral canals (Source: Google
Earth).

Remote sensing imagery
The Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) is an RS
instrument installed in two Terra and Aqua satellites. It captures data at
diverse spatial resolutions from 250 m to 1000 m for different bands. MODIS
with two satellites is able to provide data every one or two days. In addition,
it has several derived products such as the Land Surface Temperature (LST)
and the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) to be used in this
study. The more recent Landsat Data Continuity Mission (LDCM) has a sensor
of a finer spatial resolution sensor in the thermal channels. Landsat 8 provides
multispectral sensor images at 30 m spatial resolution, panchromatic sensor
image at 15 m spatial resolution and two thermal channels of 30 m spatial
resolution. Image data from Landsat 8 are available every 16 days.
In this study, three RS images were acquired: an LST (MOD11A2) and an NDVI
(MOD13Q1) MODIS product, and a Landsat 8 satellite image (Figure 2.2). The
16
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daily LST product has a 1000 m spatial resolution and the 16 days NDVI
product has a 250 m spatial resolution. The LST product was collected on June
6, 2014 whereas the NDVI product was taken on June 10, 2014. The period
covered by the NDVI product included the date of the LST product. The Landsat
8 image was taken on June 6, 2014 at 7:13 AM (GMT).

Figure 2.2: Satellite RS data imagery. a The LST product of MODIS at 1000 m spatial
resolution, b The NDVI product of MODIS at 250 m spatial resolution and c The Landsat
8 image at 30 m spatial resolution (RGB)

Meteorological data
Major input for the SEBS model are the local weather data that were available
from the local Qazvin weather station on June 6, 2014. This weather station,
located in Qazvin city, has coordinates 36° 15' 00" N, 50° 30' 00" E. It is 23 km
and 33 km away from canals L1 and L2, respectively. Table 2.1 shows the
weather data, including maximum and minimum air temperature, air pressure,
wind speed, humidity, ET of grass as reference and sunshine hours every three
hours.
Table 2.1: The ground meteorological at the local weather station in Qazvin. Time of
recording information is at 6 am GMT.
ET
Sunshine
Humidity
Air
Min
Max
Wind
(mm/day)
(h)
(%)
pressure
Temp
Temp
speed
(mbar)
( )
( )
(m.s-1)

201406-06

2.3

2

32.1

10.7

10

21

870.2

7

Methods

The methods applied in this research consist of three steps (Figure 2.3). The
first step is to apply downscaling cokriging on a coarse resolution MODIS LST
product image to estimate daily medium resolution AET using the SEBS. The
second step is to downscale coarse resolution AET at 250 m spatial resolution.
The MODIS NDVI product is used as a co-variable in both steps. The third step
carries out validation using derived LST and AET from Landsat 8 images.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of the general methodology

Downscaling cokriging
Downscaling cokriging aims at merging two spatial datasets with different
spatial resolutions, using the spatial structure inherent in those datasets
(Rodriguez-Galiano et al., 2012; Stein and Corsten, 1991). We consider a fine
spatial resolution cokriged image written as:

∑

Z

Z

∑

Z

(2.1)

where


Z

is a downscaled cokriged predictor random variable (RV) which

represents the pixel value at centroid location
spectral band .
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Z
is a RV at pixels with support of coarse spatial resolution image
and spectral band .
pixels are used. For instance, summation over
pixels could be included a square 3 3, 5 5, 7 7 and or 9 9 window of
is a weight assigned to the RV of the pixel .
nearest pixels;
Z
is a RV at pixels with support of fine spatial resolution image and
spectral band .
pixels are used. For instance, summation over
pixels
is a
could be a square 3 3, 5 5, 7 7 and or 9 9 window of pixels;
weight assigned to the RV of the pixel .

Further,
,
and
are identified as pixel size or geostatistical support
(Rodriguez-Galiano et al., 2012). Pixels from the coarse resolution image LST
product of MODIS are used as the RV that is being downscaled using cokriged
predictor. Then,
indicates the downscaled LST image with support
equals
250 m,
indicates a coarse resolution MODIS LST product with support
equals 1000 m and indicates the high spatial resolution MODIS NDVI product
with support equals 250 m. The parameters
and
are estimated as two
optimal sets of weights with minimum prediction error variance

Z

. These weights are obtained by solving the cokriging system to

Z

in order to give an unbiased predictor

estimate the pixel value of Z
EZ

Z

0.

The cokriging system is represented by the following matrix equation:

CX

B

C

C
C

(2.2)

1
0

C
C
0
1

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

(2.3)

C
⋮
C
B= C

⋮

(2.4)

C
1
0
⋮
X=

(2.5)

⋮
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The weights are obtained as:

X

(2.6)

where the inverse matrix
represents the variograms and cross variograms
between two RVs in the right hand side of Equation 2.1, being variograms of
low Z and high Z spatial images and cross variograms between them. The
variograms of the low and high spatial resolution images are denoted by C
and C , respectively.
is the cross variogram between Z
and Z ́ , where
is as of the spatial Euclidean distance between centroid of and ́ of two
pixels (Atkinson et al., 2008). The variogram represents the spatial variation
of that RV as a function of distance which is given by:

C

Z

Z

(2.7)

Similarly for
the variogram is C
including the expected squared
differences in . The cross variogram between two low and high spatial images
is defined as:

C

Z

Z

Z

Z

(2.8)

The cross variogram describes the spatial variation between two high and low
spatial resolution images.
There are two variograms and one cross variogram functions in Equation 2.4
that are not empirically available because, Z
predicted. In fact, the two variograms C

and C

is unknown and is to be
can be obtained using

linear system theory (Papoulis and Pillai, 2002), which is known as integration
or averaging points inside a pixel (Figure 2.4). The linear system theory in
geostatistics is referred as regularization by Matheron (1963). It can be written
as:

Z

|

|

Z

where Z is random function (RF) of spectral band
at point support .

(2.9)
at centroid coordinate

Figure 2.4: Concept of changing support from a pixel support to b point support, then
averaging points to c finer pixel support
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Equation 2.9 can be defined for each Z
and Z
by changing supports
from
to and , respectively. Averaging or integration in Equation 2.9 can
be formulated as a convolution that concerns a point support of the RF and the
point spread function (PSF) inside that pixel. This is the so-called impulse
response I
(Pardo-Igúzquiza et al., 2006), written as:

,

I
I

∈

(2.10)

0, otherwise

as the impulse response function can be constant or non-constant. We

use constant function where the PSF can be applied to that pixel of image with
support and , by means of I
.
The point support variogram C
can be
and the cross variogram C
calculated using convolution and the impulse response function (Matheron,
1963; Papoulis and Pillai, 2002), given by:

C

C

C

C

∗I
∗I

∗I

(2.11)

∗I

(2.12)

where ∗ indicates the convolution operator.
LST retrieval from Landsat 8 thermal channels using split window
algorithm
LST is retrieved from thermal channels of Landsat 8 using split window
algorithm. e SW algorithm proposed by Sobrino et al. (2007) uses two thermal
bands in the atmospheric window between 10 and 12 m. LST is then retrieved
using (Jimenez-Munoz and Sobrino, 2008):
1
where

and

∆

(2.13)

are at-sensor brightness temperatures at Landsat 8 thermal

band 10 and band 11 (Kelvin), respectively, is the mean emissivity at the
two thermal bands and ∆ is the emissivity difference between band 10 and
band 11. Emissivity ( ) is estimated following an NDVI threshold method
pointed out by Yu et al. (2014). The SW coefficients
to
were extracted
from simulated data by Jimenez-Munoz et al. (2014). Atmospheric water vapor
content ( ) was calculated for moderated and moist atmosphere using ratio
technique proposed by Ren et al. (2014).
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Surface energy balance system
The Surface Energy Balance System (SEBS) was developed for assessing of
atmospheric turbulent fluxes and daily ET per pixel using remote sensing data
(Su, 2002). The surface energy balance is written as:
(2.14)
where the net radiation flux Rn is expressed as the sum of the sensible heat
flux H which is the heat transferred between the air and surface by turbulence,
the latent heat flux
and the soil surface heat flux that is the energy for
warming the subsurface of the earth, each expressed in W m . SEBS requires
three sets of input data:
1.

Land surface emissivity (LSE), albedo, temperature and the Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) derived from remote sensing images.
LSE and albedo are also available at 1000 m spatial resolution every day
and every 16 days, respectively. SEBS can use Landsat and MODIS images
with a combination of ground meteorological data as input for calculating
the surface energy balance, but is not applicable to Very High Resolution
(VHR) images, as these do not have a thermal band.

2.

Air pressure, humidity, temperature and wind speed at reference height,
obtained from meteorological data.

3.

Downward shortwave radiation and downward longwave radiation that can
be measured directly or can be obtained from a radiation model.

The output AET from SEBS model is based on the spatial resolution of the
thermal band of an image (Su, 2002).
Validation
We validated the downscaling cokriging results of LST and AET using the
Landsat 8 satellite image. A reference LST was estimated from Landsat 8
thermal channels at 30 m spatial resolution, whereas SEBS was used to
determine AET from Landsat 8 images at 30 m spatial resolution. The accuracy
of downscaled AET data was evaluated by comparing these data with LST and
AET from Landsat 8 that were upscaled to a 250 m spatial resolution. This
process is approximate only, as the data used for the quality assessment were
derived using the same model at the fine resolution that is also used at the
coarser resolution. However, the derived values are better data, and hence
may serve as a closer approximation of the truth.
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2.4

Results

Downscaling LST and ET using NDVI as co-variable
The mean value of the original LST was equal to 307.0 K ranging between
303.9 K to 313.5 K (SD = 1.68), and the mean of coarse resolution daily ET
was equal to 5.56 mm day-1 ranging from 3.57 to 6.43 (SD = 0.49). We first
explored the relationship of each LST and ET variables with NDVI as a covariable for downscaling LST and ET. To check the relationship between coarse
resolution variables with NDVI, both LST and ET were resampled from 1000 m
to 250 m resolution. We observed a resampling effect being a repletion of
resampled LST and ET values (Figure 2.5). The reason was that data were
available at the same resolution of the NDVI variable. Figure 2.5 shows the
relationship of NDVI between LST and ET at the 250 m resolution. A linear
negative relationship (r = -0.77) exists between resampled LST and NDVI and
a positive relationship between ET and NDVI (r = 0.77). As a result, a low LST
area is commonly identified as a vegetated area, whereas a high LST area
occurs on low NDVI areas, e.g. with less or absent vegetation. Consequently,
a high ET area is covered with more vegetation, corresponding with higher
NDVI values.

Figure 2.5: Scatter plot and histogram of NDVI between LST and ET at 250 m spatial
resolution
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Figure 2.6: Experimental variogram of LST and NDVI images at 1000 m and 250 m
spatial resolution and cross-variogram between them in four geographical directions
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Figure 2.7: Experimental variogram of ET and NDVI images at 1000 m and 250 m spatial
resolution and cross-variogram between them in four geographical directions

Figure 2.6 shows a negative variance relation between the experimental
variograms of LST and NDVI images and the cross-variogram. Figure 7 shows
a positive variance between the variograms of AET and NDVI and the crossvariogram. Variograms and cross-variograms showed that the lowest variation
occurred in the NE-SW direction, whereas the highest variation was observed
in the NW-SE direction for LST, ET and NDVI. These experimental variograms
and cross-variogram were used to generate point support variograms and
cross-variogram from experimental LST, ET and NDVI images. Following
Equation 9, a nested exponential model was fitted with an anisotropy structure.
Anisotropy was observed in both range (geometrical) and sill (zonal) in
different directional variograms (Figure 2.6 and 2.7). To achieve a common
range for all directional variograms to be used in downscaling cokriging,
convolution (Equation 2.12 and 2.13) was repeatedly applied by using a cutoff value on the range parameter. In this way, it was possible to find the
optimal fitted model of the experimental and induced point support
variograms. These point support variograms were employed to obtain weights
as low and high pass filters for applying at original LST, ET and NDVI images.
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Figure 2.8: Result of downscaling cokriging of a LST and b ET using NDVI as co-variable
at 250 m spatial resolution

Figure 2.8 shows downscaled LST and ET using NDVI as a co-variable. To check
the consistency of applying downscaling cokriging, we resampled downscaled
LST and ET images to the original resolution, and the observed standard
deviation of downscaled LST slightly changed from 1.68 to 1.65, and for AET
from 0.51 to 0.52 mm day-1 which means that the downscaled images are
similar to the original data in terms of their variability.
Figure 2.9 shows the result of AET using downscaled LST as input for SEBS. As
compared with downscaled AET, we note similarity, but more variation was
observed for AET using downscaled LST (Figure 2.9). The results indicate that
the AET map derived with downscaled LST (Figure 2.9) was largely changed
with respect to the areas of the mixed pixels containing both soil and
vegetation. Highly vegetated areas with a low LST changed only slightly in
comparison with other downscaled method (Figure 2.8b).

Figure 2.9: AET at 250 m spatial resolution using downscaled LST as input for the SEBS

Comparing result of downscaled LST and ET with reference data from
Landsat 8 image data
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For validating result of downscaled LST and ET, we used the LST data that were
retrieved from Landsat 8 at the same date as the MODIS LST product. Figure
2.10 shows LST retrieval at 30 m spatial resolution from Landsat 8 using the
SW algorithm.
Comparing LST estimated from thermal bands of Landsat 8 as reference data
with downscaled LST using cokriging, we upscaled the spatial resolution of
reference LST from 30 m to 250 m. Figure 2.11 illustrates the residual map,
showing the differences between measured LST (downscaled) and reference
LST. The classified error map (Figure 2.11b) shows white color pixels with 2 K
differences, whereas red and blue colors indicate underestimated and
overestimated pixels, respectively. These underestimation and overestimation
are due to the spatial differences between downscaled LST and reference LST.
Underestimation can be observed in the area where covered by soil and
patches with salt marsh. Figure 2.12 shows a scatter plot between measured
LST and reference LST (r = 0.48), whereas Figure 2.13 illustrates the scatter
plot between measured AET and referenced AET (r = 0.49). Table 2.2 indicates
descriptive statistical information between downscaled and reference LST.
Mean LST at both observed and reference data are similar to each other but
their standard deviations are different: for downscaled LST it equals 1.70,
whereas for reference LST data it equals 4.42. This caused by small differences
between their range values: for downscaled LST the range is from 303.52 to
313.52 K, whereas for reference LST it ranges from 294.21 to 316.68 K. Figure
2.13 shows a scatterplot between reference AET and downscaled AET. Table
2.3 shows statistical information between the downscaled AET and the
reference AET. Downscaled AET ranges between 3.20 and 6.48 mm day-1 (SD
= 0.51), whereas reference AET ranges between 0.06 and 6.15 (SD = 1.77).
Their mean values are close: 5.57 for downscaled AET and 5.75 for reference
AET, a difference due to a lower AET with a higher LST from the Landsat 8
sensor. Finally, we found that the RMSE between reference and downscaled
AET was equal to 1.26 mm day-1 (r = 0.49) and between reference and
downscaled LST to 3.67 K (r = 0.48).
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Figure 2.10: Estimated LST from Landsat 8 using the SW algorithm at 30 m spatial
resolution

Figure 2.11: a Error map and b classified error map between downscaled LST and
reference LST from Landsat 8 at 250 m spatial resolution

Figure 2.12: Scatter plot between downscaled LST and reference LST from Landsat 8, r
= 0.48
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Figure 2.13: Scatter plot between downscaled actual ET and reference actual ET from
Landsat 8 at 250 m spatial resolution, r = 0.49
Table 2.2: Comparison between downscaled LST from MODIS and Reference LST from
Landsat 8 for validation

Min

Max

Mean

Sd

RMSE

Downscaled
LST

303.52

313.52

306.98

1.70

3.67

Reference
LST

294.21

316.68

304.68

4.42

Table 2.3: Comparison between downscaled AET and Reference AET

Min

Max

Mean

Sd

RMSE

Downscaled
AET

3.200

6.488

5.571

0.51

1.26

Reference
AET

0.065

6.153

5.576

1.77

2.5

Discussion

Uncertainties related to LST and AET estimation from Landsat 8
This paper addressed the uncertainty of downscaling LST and AET. Validation
was applied between the original LST and AET product available at 1000 m
resolution from MODIS downscsaled to 250 m resolution, with LST and AET
from Landsat 8 data products upscaled to the same resolution. LST and AET
scatterplots (Figure 2.14) showed a strong relationship for both MODIS (r =
0.95) and Landsat 8 (r = 0.94). This confirms that LST is strongly related to
AET. Upscaling Landsat 8 LST and AET products by means of averaging,
however, resulted in uncertainties that we did not further consider due to
limitation of reference in situ data. Averaging indicated that the mean values
of the downscaled and the reference LST and AET were close to each other:
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304.6 and 306.9 K for reference and downscaled LST, and 5.571 and 5.756
mm day-1 for downscaled and reference AET, respectively (Tables 2.2, 2.3).
Although the uncertainty may have an impact on the results of both products,
we did not further study this. However, the outliers in the scatter plots (Figure
2.12 and Figure 2.13) are due to patches that are covered with salt marsh.
Removing those outliers means removal of patches that also would remove
some agricultural fragments within the same irrigation network. Clearly, its
removal has a profound effect, in particular when focusing at the field scale.

Figure 2.14: Comparison between AET and LST from a MODIS at 1000 m (r = - 0.95)
and b Landsat 8 at 250 m spatial resolution (r = - 0.94). AET and LST establish a negative
relationship if the semi-arid region suffers from water shortage.

Anisotropy variograms
Experimental variograms and cross-variograms indicated that the spatial
variation for different distances depends both on the size of pixel (support) and
on the cover type. The aim of downscaling cokriging is to change the support
to a finer spatial resolution. To do so, the pixel support was changed to the
point support. With, in principle, an infinite number of points inside the pixel
support, we could aggregate up to any resolution. In addition, point support
variograms and cross-variogram were helpful to predict and model spatial
variation of coarser pixel to finer pixel, i.e. we could model spatial variation of
coarser pixels and predict that to finer pixel resolution.
Anisotropy is observed in both range (geometrical) and sill (zonal) in different
directional variograms (Figure 2.6 and 2.7). This combination of anisotropy
leads to a complex model for downscaling cokriging. We could, however,
explain these anisotropies in terms of the physics of the region. Lateral canals
of the irrigation network L1 and L2 are in the NE-SW direction. This direction
has a relatively low variation, whereas other sub-canals are in the NW-SE
direction showing higher variation. Therefore, more sub-canals could be
expected in the direction of NW-SE with lower LST and higher ET variation,
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whereas only the two lateral L1 and L2 canals are in the NE-SW direction with
higher LST and lower ET variation. In this agricultural area, therefore, the
anisotropy is caused by irrigation, resulting in different variation in LST and
ET. This, in turn, resulted in different directional variograms. Because of
applying downscaling cokriging, we set the cut-off on the range parameter for
solving the geometrical anisotropy. This resulted in weights at low and high
pass filters. The maximum range for obtaining those weights was
approximately 1500 m, relevant for weights of different window sizes as e.g.
3  3 and 5  5 in the low and high pass filters. A cut-off range of 6000 m was
applied, resulting in pixel values that become independent for distances larger
than 6000 m. This resulted in total variances equal to 36.5, 3.6 and 0.02 for
LST, AET and NDVI, respectively, and equal to -0.75 and 0.25 for their crossvariograms.
Management issues in application of irrigation system
The main practical question to be addressed will be to determine when and
how much water is to be applied to a crop, which does not seriously suffer a
water shortage. To answer this question, CWR and IWR are to be estimated at
a high accuracy. This means that the quality of the CWR and IWR estimates is
good enough for an operational application. In actual management, IWR is to
be estimated on a daily, weekly, monthly and yearly basis, whereas CWR can
be measured on daily basis. Hence, IWR can be measured on a weekly basis,
by means of aggregating daily CWR. From the experience (Sharifi, 2013) at
Qazvin irrigation network, crop has shown a resistance against water shortage.
On this basis, the recommendation is to irrigate when the available amount of
water is reaching as low as 50% water capacity of soil. That means that
threshold here is based on weekly aggregated CWR equals to weekly IWR, and
an allowable range that crop can tolerate water shortage without a serious
effect on its production. This range is between 10% and 20% of CWR (Sharifi,
2013). If the threshold is set at 20% of the CWR, the required accuracy of AET
(Table 2.3) equals 0.5 to 1 mm day-1 during the peak in the water consumption
season. Taking PET equal to 6.5 mm day-1 as maximum value of AET (Table
2.3), however, and at the average of 5 mm day-1 (Table 2.3), the required
accuracy of AET equals 1 mm day-1. On this basis, we may assume that the
error equals 1 mm AET day-1 is acceptable to quantify the required accuracy
for daily CWR for this agricultural area (Figure 2.15). That means the daily AET
estimation should have an accuracy of approximately 1 mm day-1.
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Figure 2.15: Residual map, error map and relative error map (%) between reference and
downscaled AET

Practical aspect of allocation and distribution of water within the
canals and gates
In an agricultural system, fields are the common management units for
farmers and water board decision makers. The basis of calculating IWR is CWR
at the field scale, whereas the main issue concerns the point for the delivery
of water, i.e. the gates, specifying the volume of water for individual farms.
This means that AET estimation should be good for IWR estimation at the gate
level but not necessarily at the field level. The L1 canal has 10 gates and the
L2 canal has 17 gates, each gate delivering water towards several farms
(Figure 2.1). To manage the input of water within the canals and gates, daily
medium AET maps can provide relevant information for each gate to supply
farms as delivery point of water, but not to supply every field individually. This
is because of large spatial variation at some farms with different fields as of
crop type whereas, each farm cannot be sum of its fields and or a weighing of
all fields. Exploring the water supply at each individual fields can be carried out
through the probabilistic models where water can be supplied based on the
crop type, area and spatial variation of that field.
In precision irrigation, timely, updated and localized information is important
for various management actions such as controlling gates and canals. Such
information relates to determining the number of observations day-1 to make
a decision based on an updated ET value. Such information should be delivered
as an appropriate spatial distribution at the field scale to answer when, where
and how much water the crop needs for its cultivation.

2.6

Conclusion

The aim of this research was to generate daily medium resolution AET maps
with respect to the impact of different spatial resolution of input LST RS data
on the AET determination. The following conclusion were derived:

Downscaling cokriging was successfully applied on MODIS images. It
provided a smooth LST map that was affected by relatively smooth NDVI
information. The procedure is applicable as well on other satellite image
products where a strong relationship exists between a predictive variable
and a co-variable.
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Both the downscaled AET map and LST were in good agreement with the
reference Landsat 8 AET and LST products, even though those were
obtained from another sensor and were acquired at slightly different times.
Further improvements are needed for management purposes to determine
daily AET maps at finer spatial resolutions to be available every day.
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Chapter 3 Integrating super resolution
mapping and SEBS modelling for
evapotranspiration mapping at the field scale2

This chapter is based on the published paper:
Mahour, M., Stein, A., Sharifi, M. A., & Tolpekin, V. A. (2015). Integrating super
resolution mapping and SEBS modeling for evapotranspiration mapping at the field
scale. Precision agriculture, 16(5), 571-586. DOI: 10.1007/s11119-015-9395-8
2
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Abstract
This study addressed the use of Super Resolution Mapping (SRM) for precision
agriculture. SRM was applied to a high resolution GeoEye image of a vineyard
in Iran with the aim to determine the Actual EvapoTranspiration (AET) and
Potential EvapoTranspiration (PET). The Surface Energy Balance System
(SEBS) applied for that purpose requires the use of a thermal band, provided
by a Landsat TM image of a 30 m resolution. Image fusion downscaled that
information towards the 0.5 by 0.5 m2 scale level. The geometry was validated
with an UltraCam aerial photo. Grape trees in the vineyard were planted in
rows and three levels were distinguished: the field, rows and individual trees.
AET values thus obtained ranged within rows from 5.32 (sd = 0.26) to 5.39
(sd = 0.24), whereas values for individual plants ranged from 5.29 (sd = 0.22)
through 5.33 (sd = 0.39) to 5.36 (sd = 0.23). The study showed that AET
values were obtained close to 5.71 mm day derived by standard calculations
at the field scale, but spatial variability was clearly present. The study
concluded that modern satellite derived information in combination with
recently developed image analysis methods is able to provide reliable AET
values at the row level, but not yet for every individual grape tree.
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3.1

Introduction

Precision Agriculture (PA) is a relatively new and advanced form of agriculture
that emerged as a concept in the nineteen nineties (Bouma, 2007). It allows
farmers to manage their crops by maximizing the cost-benefit ratio in terms of
field variation (Brisco et al., 2014). Good management depends upon collecting
timely and precise information about the status of crops and resources. Remote
sensing tools can be useful in this respect. In particular, PA benefits from
integrating advanced geomatical technologies such as a Global Positioning
System (GPS), a Geospatial Information System (GIS) and Remote Sensing
(RS) products in supporting agricultural activities. PA aims at providing the
optimal management strategy with multiple sources to support farm managers
and decision makers such as crop water requirement related to the adoption
of a proper policy on available agricultural area. Crop water requirements are
to be assessed, evaluated and managed on the basis of modeling, and in this
way it is affected by uncertainty (Zhang et al., 2002).
Nowadays, the management system scale is much more precise than before.
The smallest unit is the plant scale or even the scale of individual leaves in
contrast to traditional agriculture management system scales where the field
was the smallest unit.
Determining the amount of water to be supplied to various crop types is an
important management decision (Wu et al., 2012). Water deficit, defined as
the difference between supply and requirement is increasingly the result of
improper water resource management. An important variable in this respect is
crop EvapoTranspiration (ET). Water will be lost from the crop and soil due to
ET, depending upon crop type, vegetation cover and weather factors. In
agricultural irrigation systems, enough water is used to compensate for crop
ET; the so-called actual crop water requirement. Two types of ET can be
distinguished,
Potential
EvapoTranspiration
(PET)
and
Actual
EvapoTranspiration (AET). AET is defined as the actual elimination of water
from the soil surface and the plant, whereas PET is atmospheric capability to
remove the water from the surface as a consequence of evaporation and
transpiration (Pidwirny, 2006) if crop is not faced with any water shortage.
Remotely sensed data are useful to supply crop information from satellite data.
With spatial resolutions down to 0.5 m, more and more information becomes
available at a very high resolution. This scale level, however, is still too coarse
to be of much value at the plant scale of many crops. In this study Super
Resolution Mapping (SRM) is used to partition pixels into smaller sub-pixels in
order to achieve a high spatial resolution image from a coarser resolution
image (Ardila et al., 2011; Atkinson, 2009). SRM creates hard classification
maps at a finer resolution by increasing the spatial resolution of input imagery
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using a spatial optimization method (Atkinson, 2009). SRM takes the spatial
dependency into account between neighboring pixels based on spatial distance.
SRM has been proposed using diverse algorithms.
Tatem et al. (2001) developed SRM with a Hopfield neural network. Verhoeye
and De Wulf (2002) proposed the application of linear optimization techniques
for sub-pixel mapping. Mertens et al. (2003) applied genetic algorithms in SRM.
Boucher and Kyriakidis (2006) implemented indicator kriging in SRM to
evaluate the spatial variability of classes. Kasetkasem et al. (2005) introduced
SRM based on Markov Random Field (MRF). Tolpekin and Stein (2009) adapted
SRM based MRF to variation in class separability. Lopez (2011) proposed MRF
based SRM for identification of urban trees in very high resolution images on
the basis of an energy function, spatial smoothness, and prior and conditional
probability.
This study considers the Surface Energy Balance System (SEBS) to use remote
sensing information in precision agriculture. SEBS estimates atmospheric
turbulent fluxes, evaporative fraction and actual ET using satellite image data
and meteorological information (Su, 2002). It includes a toolbox for
determining physical parameters of land surface such as albedo, land surface
emissivity and land surface temperature from spectral radiance and reflectance
measurements of satellite earth observation data.
Precision agriculture in Iran is in its infancy, and possibly much can be gained
from further development and applications. An interesting crop is the grape
tree. It is grown in the Northern part of Iran, close to the Caspian Sea. In that
area water is scarce and optimal water application is required to maintain and
possibly increase productivity. Water application is commonly done at the field
scale. Grape trees, however, are planted in rows and the question was raised
whether precision agriculture can benefit from RS imagery at the row level, or
even at the individual plant level. In this way, the scarce water could be applied
at those locations where it was maximally beneficial.
Remotely sensed observations and management scale practices do not fully
coincide yet. High spatial resolution satellite images can be used to identify the
contours of relatively large individual plants and study their spatial
characteristics, but the spatial resolution is still too coarse to extract
information that is relevant for PA. In this study we explore location and
spectral information of individual plants at it was extracted by Super Resolution
Mapping (SRM) based on Markov Random Field (MRF) of a very high resolution
image. We focused on obtaining crop water requirement, and applied SEBS at
coarse resolution images to retrieve the actual information.
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The objective of this research was to investigate to which degree current
remote sensing images can be of help in precision agriculture. The aim is to
obtain high resolution information on the basis of rows and individual plants of
vineyard from images of coarse spatial and spectral resolution.

3.2

Study area and data

The study area is a vineyard with geographical coordinates 36°11'21"N,
50°13'19"E, located close to the city of Sharifabad, in the center of the Qazvin
province North-western Iran. In this region, water is scarce and ground water
level is lowering every year by approximately 80 cm. The area is an open
homogeneous land planted with grape trees and is also referred to as an
industrial type agricultural field (Figure 3.1). Gardens and agricultural fields
like vineyards are abundant in this region. The main reason of focusing on
grape trees is the economic importance of grape fruit and potential capacity of
RS based information in assessing the crop water requirement at row and
possibly at plant levels. The selected field consists of grape trees planted in 22
rows. The length of each row is 40 m and there are 16 plants per row, the
distance between trees in a row is 2 m, whereas the plant diameter is
approximately 60 cm. The growing season of grape trees takes place between
spring and leaf fall in autumn. That means the growing season starts from April
until October for both traditional and industrial grape trees. The study period
is selected such that grape trees are in the mid-season of growing and that
interlocks between canopy covers in rows can be observed.

Figure 3.1: The study area located in the Northern part of Iran. (a) the GeoEye satellite
image at 2 m multispectral and a 0.5 m panchromatic resolution, (b) the Landsat 5 TM
image at 30 m resolution, (c) the UltraCam digital aerial photo at 14 cm resolution

Remote sensing imagery
Three types of images were obtained from this field: a GeoEye satellite image,
an UltraCam digital aerial photo and a Landsat 5 TM satellite image (Figure
3.1). GeoEye-1 is a high resolution satellite image of a 0.41 m spatial
resolution in panchromatic mode and 1.65 m in multispectral mode. The
GeoEye image provides both image products as panchromatic images and
multispectral images separately as well as simultaneously as a panchromatic
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and multispectral (pan-sharpened) product. A four band pan-sharpened,
multispectral image and a panchromatic GeoEye image were collected for the
study area on June 19, 2011. Images were projected in Universal Transfer
Mercator (UTM) with the standard spheroidal reference surface WGS 84. A
panchromatic image and multispectral images of GeoEye are very well coregistered. A Landsat 5 TM image was taken on August 1, 2011 (Figure 3.1)
which has seven multispectral bands such as the visible (from 0.45 µm to 0.69
µm), near infrared (from 0.76 µm to 0.90 µm), middle infrared (from 1.55 µm
to 1.75 µm and 2.08 µm to 2.35 µm) and a resampled thermal band (from
10.40 µm to 12.5 µm), all at a 30 m spatial resolution. For atmospheric
correction of the Landsat image, the Simplified Method in the Atmospheric
Correction (SMAC) is used (Rahman and Dedieu, 1994). An UltraCam digital
aerial photo was taken on July 17, 2012 at 0.14 m ground resolution in the
visible and near infrared multispectral range. The digital photo was taken by a
high resolution multichannel RGBI sensor on an airborne platform at a 6 m
physical pixel size. The digital aerial photo was orthorectified to eliminate
camera tilt, lens distortion and topographic correction. To overlay the aerial
photo with the GeoEye satellite image, it was georeferenced using ground
control points (GCPs) extracted from the GeoEye satellite image, using the
GeoEye image as the master image for geo-registration (Figure 3.1).
Meteorological data
A main issue in PA is to indicate the water stress with respect to the ET. For
this purpose the SEBS model presented below has been used at rows and
individual pixels in the field. Variability of ET depends upon crop-, soil- , water, management and weather-related variables. Weather data were collected by
the Qazvin weather station during a day of August 1, 2011. The weather station
with coordinates 36°15'00" N, 50°30'00" E is located at approximately 17 km
north of the city of Qazvin (Table 3.1). Recorded weather data include the
maximum and minimum temperature, wind speed, sunshine hours, air
pressure and humidity.
Field data
For the field data, we considered a field, denoted by F, of 3040 m2. In this field,
, each row containing
grape trees were planted in 22 rows, labeled as , … ,
16 plants. This field was selected as it had regularly spaced grape trees, and
had a shared coverage in both GeoEye satellite image and UltraCam photo.
Visual interpretation was based on the UltraCam image, whereas the Geoeye
panchromatic image was applied to delineate individual plants and create
reference data for validation (Figure 3.2). Delineating plants was not possible
for some rows and plants because several plants were not pruned, resulting in
an interlock between them. To study the effects of SRM in more detail a subset
R = {R15, R16, R17} of three rows was identified with relatively little interlock.
Within
we defined the subset P =
, ,
consisting of three individual
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plants that had relatively low coverage, so that only a few interlocks occurred
between canopies of the plants.
Table 3.1: The ground meteorological data (at the Qazvin weather station). Time of
recording information is at 6 am GMT
Wind speed
Max
[m∙s-1]
Temp [oC]
2011-08-01

2.6

37.14

Min
Temp [oC]

Sunshine
hours

Humidity
[%]

Air pressure
[mbar]

17

12.7

14.4

868.8

Figure 3.2: Identification of three individual plants as the subset P: (a) from the GeoEye
panchromatic image and (b) as reference polygons from the aerial photo

3.3

Methodology

The methodology of this research is divided into three stages. The first step
uses MRF based SRM to detect rows and plants within rows. The second step
uses SEBS to determine the ET at a rather coarse level (30 m resolution). The
third step applies image fusion to integrate the results from SEBS and SRM to
assess the ET at row and plant levels to support precision agriculture.
Super resolution mapping based on Markov Random Field
We consider a coarse resolution multispectral image of
pixels and a
fine resolution multispectral image . is the scale factor between and as
ratio of pixel size where pixel is modeled with square footprint whereas the
pixel size is the side of the square. If S is integer, then each pixel contains
pixels from , whereas if
is non-integer that number may vary. It is
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assumed that only contains pure pixels whereas
A pixel in y is represented as bi (i.e., ∈ 1, … ,

also contains mixed pixels.
) and a pixel in as | ,

where the notation i|j indicates that the center of the pixel is inside the
centroids of ai|j then a
footprint of pixel . If the footprint of bi contains
general equation expressing the relation between and is represented as a
weighted average with weights j equals:

∑

(3.1)

|

= S2 pixels ai|j compose
For integer valued S and aligned grids of and ,
bi, whereas for non-integer valued S, fractions of ai|j compose bi and
can
have various values between [S]2 and ([S] +1)2, with [S] denoting the integer
part of S. It is convenient to choose a grid of to match the direction of rows
in R, whereas in practice grid b is not aligned with the rows in R. To deal with
misaligned grids we use geographic coordinates to relate bi and ai|j. For each
pixel bi, thus all pixels | with centroid in bi are identified.
In (1) we do not further explore weighing of the sub-pixels, and take
1throughout. MRF as a contextual classification method uses the spatial
dependence between finer scale pixels ( ) to assign class label
to each
|
|

at the finer scale image. The label set is denoted by L whereas

is a super-

resolution map. In MRF, a context is prior information that is used when
constructing the global energy in a Bayesian way. MRF can be specified by
means of a Gibbs Random Field (GRF) (Li, 2009). For super-resolution map ,
the prior probability density function in a GRF is written as:

exp

(3.2)

where
is the prior energy function of ,
is a constant termed of the
temperature and is a partition function, ensuring normalization of
.
Let

|

be the local prior energy of pixel in ai|j and let

|

be the neighborhood of pixel

|

. This can be expressed as

|

|
|

following Tolpekin and Stein (2009). This energy function takes the value zero
if all neighbor pixels are assigned to the same class, whereas it takes larger
value for heterogeneous class labels in
|
be the local
| . Further, let
|
conditional energy of pixel and
the local posterior energy of the pixel
. The following equation expresses the posterior energy applying Bayes
formula to a single pixel | :

|
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Further, let
(0
1) be an MRF parameter that balances the prior and
conditional energy functions and let
(0
1) be the likelihood energy
parameter that balances the conditional energies of the multispectral and
panchromatic GeoEye images. The energy function with respect to coarse
resolution image and panchromatic image is then written following Ardila
et al. (2011):

|

|
|

,

,
|

|

|

|

1

|

1
(3.4)

The global posterior energy function is then obtained as:

| ,

∑,

|

|

,

,

|

(3.5)

The equations can be interpreted as follows. First, is not observed and we
only have and . The solution of MRF based SRM is then found by finding the
super-resolution map
that leads to the minimum of the global posterior
energy function (3.5). To apply SRM based MRF, the posterior energy (3.5) is
). Our finding with the
optimized in terms of smoothness parameters (λ,
values of smoothness parameter agrees with the values of other studies
Tolpekin and Stein (2009) and Ardila et al. (2011) for the same scale factor
and class separability. A maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimated is then
obtained by applying Simulated Annealing (SA). In order to minimize the
posterior energy for estimating MAP, a convenient class label is defined for
each pixel. SA reaches the highest classification accuracy and the lowest
energy as compared to other algorithms (Tso and Mather, 2009). It is a
stochastic algorithm that includes as the annealing parameters the initial
temperature
and the cooling rate η 1 controls the temperature reduction
. A high temperature
rate. The temperature is decreased as
corresponds to large randomness and thus increases the probability of labeling
pixels by replacing classes with a new class of a higher energy. We set T0 = 3
after testing values between 0 and 3, and
0.9, as taking a larger η value
resulted in a high increase of the number of iterations to reach convergence
for assigning class labels. Those experimentally determined values agreed with
those from Tolpekin and Stein (2009). We defined two classes as canopy and
soil and estimated the mean and covariance matrices of these classes. The
scale factor value was set equal to 4, resulting in each pixel at the SRM map
having a 0.5 m spatial resolution, thus allowing a good integration of SEBS and
the SRM based map.
After optimizing the smoothness parameters and the posterior energy, the
appropriate class label is defined for each pixel. The application of MAP criterion
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ensures that the obtained SRM is optimal both with respect to the image data
and with respect to the spatial configuration of land cover classes.
Evapotranspiration
EvapoTranspiration (ET) refers to two simultaneous processes related to plant
- atmosphere interaction: evaporation, being the loss of water from the soil
surface, and transpiration the removal of water from wet vegetation through
the atmosphere (Allen et al., 1998). Commonly, actual ET (AET) is
distinguished from potential ET (PET), where AET is the actual elimination of
water from the surface, and PET is the capability of the atmosphere to remove
the water from the surface as a consequence of evaporation and transpiration
(Pidwirny, 2006) when a crop is not faced with any water shortage. In
agricultural irrigation management systems, the amount of water that is
needed to maximize crop productivity, is equal to PET, and the so-called Crop
Water Stress (CWS), equals the difference between AET and PET (Pidwirny,
2006):

CWS

PET

AET

(3.6)

CWS is thus the deficit, which in principle has to be supplied to crop if CWS
0.
The Surface Energy Balance System (SEBS) was developed for the assessing
of atmospheric turbulent fluxes and daily ET per pixel using remote sensing
data (Su, 2002). The surface energy balance is written as:
∗

(3.7)

The net radiation flux Rn is thus the sum of the sensible heat flux H which is
the heat transferred between the air and surface by turbulence, the latent heat
flux ∗ where ∗ is the latent heat of vaporization and E is the actual
is the soil surface heat flux that is the energy for
EvapoTranspiration.
warming the subsurface of the earth, each expressed in Wm-2. SEBS requires
three sets of input data:
1. Land surface emissivity, albedo, temperature and the Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI) data derived from remotely sensed images. Land
Surface Emissivity (LSE) is estimated from the visible and near infrared bands
of Landsat 5 TM following Sobrino (2004). Su (2002) assumed a linear
relationship between soil heat flux and net radiation. Sensible heat flux (H) is
modeled by Monin-Obukhov Similarity (Brutsaert, 1982). Finally the daily
actual ET (ET
, mm day ) is estimated as (Su, 2002):
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ET

8.64

10

Ʌ

∗

(3.8)

is the daily net radiation (J m-2 day-1), ∗ is the latent heat of
Here
vaporization ∗
2.501 0.00237
10 (J kg-1), Ʌdaily is the daily average
is the density of
evaporative fraction that can be found in Su (2002) and
during 24 hours is
water 1000 kg m . In addition, the soil heat flux
assumed to be small, and therefore was neglected. Further, LST is taken from
the thermal band using the method by Sobrino et al. (2004), whereas the
surface albedo for shortwave radiation ( ) is derived from narrowband to
broadband conversion by Liang (2001). SEBS can use Landsat images with a
combination of ground meteorological data as input for calculating the surface
energy balance, but is not applicable to GeoEye or Ultracam images, as they
do not have a thermal band.
2. Air pressure, humidity, temperature and wind speed data at reference
height, obtained from weather stations.
3. Downward shortwave radiation and downward longwave radiation data that
can be measured directly or can be obtained from a radiation model. The net
radiation flux (Rn) is estimated by incorporating the retrieved surface
emissivity, the land surface temperature (LST) and  from the Landsat 5 TM
data and by the use of the downward longwave and solar radiation.
The output of SEBS is provided at spatial resolution of the thermal band of the
input image (Su, 2002). In this research, SEBS is applied to estimate AET and
PET on a daily basis, whereas SRM is used to detect the rows or the individual
plants. To do so, the raw data of each image band is converted first to radiance
and reflectance.
Image fusion for integration of actual ET and NDVI
In this research, the result of AET from SEBS from the 30 m lower coarse
resolution image was fused with the NDVI image extracted from the GeoEye
satellite image. To do so, it was assumed that the NDVI at the fine resolution
image includes both vegetation with a high AET and soil with a low daily AET.
The Gram-Schmidt (GS) spectral sharpening (Laben and Brower, 2000) was
applied for image fusion of the fine scaled GeoEye image with the coarse scale
Landsat image. GS consists of four steps. Step 1 simulates a coarse spatial
resolution image of AET maps at 30 m spatial resolution. Step 2 performs a GS
transformation on the simulated coarser resolution image. Step 3 adjusts the
statistical information at the finer spatial resolution image of NDVI at 0.5 m
spatial resolution and compares it with statistical information of the first
transform GS providing an adapted finer resolution image. Step 4 applies the
inverse GS transformation and provides the enhanced spatial resolution image.
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All processes were carried out following (Ha et al., 2012b) in ENVI
®
.
(Environment for Visualizing Image) software, developed by
Comparison with existing methods
We validated the SRM results from each row and individual plants using the
UltraCam photo and the panchromatic image of the GeoEye satellite image
respectively.
SRM is performed both at subset R, and for the three individual plants in P. A
reference map displaying the rows and individual plants was created from the
UltraCam digital aerial photo and the panchromatic image of GeoEye satellite
image. In this process, selected rows and individual plants were presented as
a red polygon (Figure 3.2). The number of pixels classified inside a polygon
served as a reference for the total number of classified pixels. Accuracy of SRM
results was assessed using Cohen’s kappa statistics (Richards, 2013).
The quality and accuracy of estimated AET determined through SEBS should
be assessed in comparison with field measurements (Su, 2002). However, due
to the absence of in-situ data, we followed a standard FAO-56 method, i.e. the
FAO Penman-Monteith methodology (Allen et al., 1998) of determining daily
PET and to validate the result of ET obtained from SEBS. In this process ET is
estimated as follows:

ET

ET

K

(3.9)

where ET is the potential crop evapotranspiration under standard conditions,
ET is the ET of grass as the reference crop and K is the coefficient factor for
the well-watered crop under optimal agronomic conditions. The K is a single
crop coefficient for the grape tree was chosen at the mid-season stage of crop
development. PET was determined as well from meteorological data using (3.9)
that was then compared to the assumed maximum value of AET from SEBS.

3.4

Results

SRM from GeoEye satellite image
We begin by considering optimization of the smoothness parameters for
applying SRM based MRF, λ and
. For subset R, values equal to λ=0.9 and
0.4 resulted in the highest accuracy for row detection. The optimized SRM
showed a much more coherent pattern of the three rows. Convergence was
reached after 70 iterations, when the total energy after a reduction with more
than 50% did not decrease any further (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: The result of SRM based MRF for subset R with using the starting parameters
S=4 =3 and =0.9 and the optimized parameters λ=0.9 and
=0.4; red polygons
are reference data

Using a
0.95 value, we observed the highest quality of agreement ( =
0.72), whereas the total energy included a local and global minimum values.
This value needed 174 iterations to converge. Choosing = 0.9 updated the
pixels and changed their classes during 63 iterations. The curve shows that the
energy minimization values converged from a local minimum value equal to
7.2 to a global minimum value of 6.5. Optimization was repeated for each of
the three rows individually (Figure 3.4), observing slightly different structures
for the rows of plants.
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Figure 3.4: Result of SRM based MRF for the three rows in subset R individually: (a)
and (c)
; red polygons are reference data
(b)

,

Figure 3.5 displays the result of initial and optimized SRM for the subset P.
Values of
were equal to 0.64, 0.60 and 0.71 respectively. Plant , was
covered by 18 pixels as canopy class after the initial SRM, whereas by the
optimal SRM it was covered by 9 pixels. For plants
and
the original
coverage of 22 and 17 reduced to 17 to 12, respectively.
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Figure 3.5: The initial (left) and the optimized (right) SRM results for individual plants of
subset P located in
: (a) , (b) , (c) . In the optimized results a more coherent
pattern is observed that better corresponds with the red polygons as reference data

Daily ET from the Landsat 5 TM satellite image
AET values around the field F with its 22 rows obtained using the RS data and
the weather data in SEBS is presented in Figure 3.6. Daily AET values in this
field ranged from 4.50 mm day up to 5.76 mm day . The AET value of 5.76
mm day-1 was taken as the PET value. This value is comparable to the PET
derived with the FAO Penman-Monteith methodology, equal to 5.71 mm day .
Comparison of these two values shows a small difference, confirming the
acceptability of SEBS. We observed that there was a lower AET variation along
the top of the vineyard as compared to the bottom side.
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Figure 3.6: Retrieval daily AET values at a 30 m resolution based on the SEBS model
overlaid with the whole field F

Image fusion of AET and NDVI maps
After image fusion of the coarse resolution image (Figure 3.7a) and the fine
resolution image (Figure 3.7b), Figure 3.7(c) illustrates the resampled coarse
resolution image as the AET values (Figure 3.7(b)). High AET values shown as
light colors appear within the rows, whereas low values, shown as dark colors,
appear between the rows. Therefore, the high AET values correspond with the
canopy, whereas low AET values refer to the soil between the rows. Because
of the coarse resolution of the Landsat image and the high resolution of the
GeoEye image, the observed pattern looks similar to the GeoEye image,
whereas the values correspond with the AET values obtained from the Landsat
image.

Figure 3.7: The high resolution NDVI image (a), the AET image obtained from SEBS (b)
and the result after image fusion (c) using the GS method
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In this part, the results of applying SRM for the fused image at the 0.5 m
resolution are presented first for rows 15 to 17 and then for three individual
plants (Figure 3.8). Rows are clearly identified, whereas individual plants are
more difficult to separate.
Table 3.2: Mean AET values and their standard deviation for subareas R and P

Rows and individual
plants

Mean AET [mm day-1]

Standard deviation

5.32
5.33
5.39
5.29
5.33
5.36

0.26
0.25
0.24
0.22
0.39
0.23

Table 3.3 indicates the results AET for R and P, respectively, where for
assigning AET to each row or individual plant the mean pixel value was taken
per row and individual plant. For rows we observe AET values ranging between
5.32 (sd = 0.26) and 5.39 (sd = 0.24), whereas values for individual plants
the AET values ranged from 5.29 (sd = 0.22) for P1, through 5.33 (sd = 0.39)
for P2 to 5.36 (sd = 0.23) for P3. The standard deviation indicates the amount
variation from the mean, i.e. a low sd indicates that AET values are close to
has the highest sd and
the mean AET value. So, we observed that plant
with has the lowest sd. Furthermore, the AET value of
is close to the mean
AET as compared to the other individual plants and rows. Hence the main
difference is, as expected, at the within-plant level. Because,
is located
and , the effect of extracting individual plants that was based on
between
visual interpretation, resulted in the high sd value for
as compared to
and
. For the individual plants , ,
the AET values slightly below the FAO-56
PET value.

Figure 3.8: Combination of SRM result with the actual ET (a) for subset R and (b)
zooming in at subset P
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Application of SRM and SEBS for precision agriculture
We found that rows are clearly identified, whereas individual plants are more
difficult to separate. Hence, precision agriculture that is based on the satellite
with the finest resolution and the use of SEBS should focus on rows rather than
on plants. Spatially varying water application should therefore best be done at
the row level. Application of SRM may then proceed as follows. First, the
relation between the SRM produced map and the actual ET per row and
individual plant is constructed. This is followed by the specification of the NDVI
map as vegetation index indicates for rows and individual plants.

3.5

Discussion

In this part, the results are discussed of applying SRM based MRF for obtaining
AET from SEBS as reported in the result section. Further, the applicability of
using SRM and the SEBS in a more general setting is discussed in detail to
support the crop water requirement in precision agriculture.
An important problem for linking SEBS and SRM results concerns the resolution
of the thermal band available from RS images. The Geoeye image has a high
spatial resolution, whereas the Landsat 5 TM produces medium spatial
resolution images. To overcome this problem, image fusion using the GramSchmidt (GS) method applied to increase the spatial resolution of the actual
ET image from 30 m resolution to 0.5 m spatial resolution equivalent to the
resolution of the SRM result. To apply downscaling, the NDVI image from the
pan-sharpened GeoEye image was used. It was further assumed that
vegetation in the NDVI map represents a higher AET value than the soil.
For implementing SRM based MRF, the set of training pixels for canopy and soil
was chosen from the multispectral and panchromatic bands. There was a
limitation for selecting land cover classes in the multispectral GeoEye image,
because of the absence of variation between soil and canopy pixels. Therefore,
when choosing training pixels from the soil class, we selected an area close to
the area of interest. For η, Kassaye (2006) recommended values between 0.8
and 0.9 as being optimal for simple and complex scenes respectively.
The highest  values, equal to 0.64, 0.60 and 0.71, were observed for one
subset of three individual plants respectively. An important reason that
relatively low accuracies are achieved is due to the use of the UltraCam digital
aerial photo as reference data. The time of acquisition of the GeoEye image
and the aerial photo differs by more than a year. Therefore, changes during
the growing season could affect the selection of an appropriate boundary for
each row and individual plants. The observed values, though, are well
compatible with values of 0.73, 0.67, 0.68 and 0.54, respectively, observed
e.g. by Ardila (2012) for four subsets of urban trees.
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The current study is potentially useful for farmers who want to obtain
information regarding the health of individual plants. The reason is that NDVI
as a vegetation index is informative on general vegetation status that is in turn
affected by crop stress. Hence, using SRM at the individual row and plant scale
and combining that result at the 0.5 m pixel resolution results into a 50 cm
resolution NDVI map. Farmers will thus be able to control crop health at that
scale level. Precision agriculture aims at providing management strategies
from multiple sources to support the decision makers and farm managers with
crop production (Oliver, 2010). Using advanced technologies in Geomatic
science such as integration RS, GIS and GPS data thus leads to an important
and reproducible strategy. In particular in this study, crop water requirement
was the main issue for farmers and decision makers. Farmers who want to
develop a strategy for managing water supply though irrigation networks of
agricultural fields can use crop water requirement derived from RS data using
the SEBS model and SRM as shown in this study. Such a product helps farmers
and decision makers to decide on the amount of water requirements to
maximize the cost benefit ratio of crop productivity. In this study, the target
area was a vineyard, and crop water requirement was studied at the plant
scale. The AET map can be utilized to assess the water stress at row and plant
levels, and develop strategy for irrigation and select those irrigation methods
that are appropriate to use. In turn, the NDVI map can be instrumental to
make a fertilization plan.
Taking the maximum AET value as the PET value we were able to estimate
crop water requirement for each row and individual plants: if PET exceeds AET
then water stress occurs and the crop should be irrigated. Water requirement
is spatially varying for stochastic reasons. Besides there is a temporal effect
on the variation of AET values during the growing season and even within a
single day. Finally, different crop varieties could in principle occur. In
agricultural production situations, such as those for grape trees in a vineyard
area in Iran, only a single variety is cultivated. From the AET and PET obtained
in the study area, there is limited water stress on these crops and plants have
to be irrigated when stress is becoming considerable.

3.6

Conclusions

The aim of this research was to achieve high resolution information on the
basis of rows and individual plants of vineyard from images of coarse spatial
and spectral resolution. We derived the following conclusions:

SRM is able to provide reliable positional information of the position and
the extent of plants in rows, but that the information for individual plants
has a higher uncertainty.
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Evapotranspiration values provided by the standard Surface Energy
Balance System are in good agreement with values derived by standard
FAO methods.
Further improvements are to be expected when satellite information also
in the thermal band becomes available at a finer resolution.

Chapter 4 Tree detection in orchards from
VHR satellite images using scale-space
theory3

This chapter is based on the published paper:
Mahour, M., Tolpekin, V. A., & Stein, A. (2016). Tree detection in orchards from VHR
satellite images using scale-space theory. In L. Bruzzone, & F. Bovolo (Eds.), Image and
Signal Processing for Remote Sensing XXII, 22-29 September 2016, Edinburgh, United
Kingdom (pp.
-).
(SPIE
proceedings;
No.
10004).
Bellingham:
SPIE.
DOI: 10.1117/12.2241529
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Tree detection in orchards from VHR satellite images

Abstract
This study focused on extracting reliable and detailed information from very
High Resolution (VHR) satellite images for the detection of individual trees in
orchards. The images contain detailed information on spectral and geometrical
properties of trees. Their scale level, however, is insufficient for spectral
properties of individual trees, because adjacent tree canopies interlock. We
modeled trees using a bell shaped spectral profile. Identifying the brightest
peak was challenging due to sun illumination effects caused by differences in
positions of the sun and the satellite sensor. Crown boundary detection was
solved by using the NDVI from the same image. We used Gaussian scale-space
methods that search for extrema in the scale-space domain. The procedures
were tested on two orchards with different tree types, tree sizes and tree
observation patterns in Iran. Validation was done using reference data derived
from an UltraCam digital aerial photo. Local extrema of the determinant of the
Hessian corresponded well to the geographical coordinates and the size of
individual trees. False detections arising from a slight asymmetry of trees were
distinguished from multiple detections of the same tree with different extents.
Uncertainty assessment was carried out on the presence and spatial extents of
individual trees. The study demonstrated how the suggested approach can be
used for image segmentation for orchards with different types of trees. We
concluded that Gaussian scale-space theory can be applied to extract
information from VHR satellite images for individual tree detection. This may
lead to improved decision making for irrigation and crop water requirement
purposes in future studies.
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4.1

Introduction

In precision agriculture, the management scale is of an increasing interest.
Modern management focuses on plants or individual leaves, whereas in
traditional agriculture the management scale commonly was the field (Mahour
et al., 2015b). For precision agriculture in orchards, trees are the objects of
interest, in particular when it concerns their water supply. Detection of
individual trees and identification of the crown boundaries are therefore
important, e.g. for efficient decision making on water supply. In irrigation
orchard management, estimation of water requirement depends upon the type
of a tree, which in most cases is a function of the crop coefficient and tree
cover fraction (Allen et al., 1998).
Individual trees observable from remote sensing (RS) images have a spatial
pattern at both coarse and fine scales. These patterns can be characterized by
different parameters such as shape, location, tree species and tree crown size
(Ke and Quackenbush, 2011). A row of trees, for example, may appear at the
coarsest scale, whereas individual trees become visible at a finer scale level,
showing more detail of texture and spatial variation. Even more details like
branches and leaves become visible at an increasingly fine observation level.
Extracting individual trees from RS images has been challenging, and coarse
resolution of RS data in the past was improper to detect the tree crown
boundaries (Ardila et al., 2012a).
Detection of reliable and detailed information of individual trees from RS
images requires sufficient spectral and geometrical details. VHR images are
adequate among current RS images. In particular, Worldview-2 (WV-2)
contains panchromatic and multi-spectral images with spatial resolution of 0.5
m and 2 m, respectively. This scale level, however, is still insufficient for
detecting crown boundaries of individual trees, where adjacent tree canopies
interlocks occur, especially during the growing season.
Region-based image segmentation (Erikson, 2004), image template matching
(Wolf and Heipke, 2007), valley following by finding local minima pixels
surrounding tree crowns (Gougeon and Leckie, 2006) and local maxima
(Pouliot et al., 2002) have been proposed to solve this problem. An example is
detection of individual trees by exploring local maxima image brightness value
corresponding with the tops of the trees, followed by estimating their spatial
extents (Ardila et al., 2012a). This method is heuristic and has a limitation as
it does not properly work for trees and background with similar contrasts, e.g.
caused by the presence of vegetation or weeds. In this paper we propose to
use a Gaussian scale-space method that searches for extrema in the scalespace domain. The specific idea of using scale-space methods is to determine
individual trees as meaningful objects over the specific range of scales (Hay et
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al., 2002). Scale-space has been proposed to bridge the gap between the
complex object patterns and detailed geographical coordinates and the size of
object. By using scale-space methods, the original image structure is smoothed
gradually from finer to coarser scale (Lindeberg and Eklundh, 1991).
The objective of this research was to investigate the application of scale-space
methods for individual tree detection from remote sensing images. It focused
on two orchards with different tree types, tree sizes and observation patterns.

4.2

Study area and data

The orchards
The study area consists of two orchards with geographical coordinates
360549N, 502110E for orchard 1 and 360630N, 501836E for orchard
2, both located in the Qazvin agricultural area in North-western Iran (Figure
2). Water supply is done by an advanced traditional irrigation network. The
two orchards are cultivated by peach and walnut, respectively. The main
reason to study orchards in this area is their importance of providing more
than 70% of the food products to the more than 7 million inhabitants of Tehran.
Walnut trees are large trees with a maximum height of 4 to 5 m. They are
economically important because of the value of the wood and the nuts they
produce. Harvest time for walnut trees is in September and October. Peach
trees are somewhat smaller (3 m) and come to harvest from middle to late
summer. The study period is selected in the middle of growing season of the
two tree types. In this period walnut and peach trees have adjacent tree crown
interlocks with the maximum wide range of tree crowns. The selected orchards
consist of trees planted in rows with different tree sizes. Table 4.1 indicates
the geometrical and physical characteristics of different orchards with respect
to how information of tree positions in each row can be defined by means of
plant type, geographical row orientation of trees, tree adjacent interlocks
direction, tree crown radius (R), and distances between trees within rows
(Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Information of tree position and crown radius, distance between rows and
individual plants
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Table 4.1: Geometrical and physical characteristics of orchards

Orchard
1
Orchard
2

Plant
type

Orientation

Interlock
direction

Minimum R
(m)

Maximum R
(m)

d1 (m)

d2
(m)

Peach

NE-SW

NE

0.5

1.6

3.5

3

Walnut

NE-SW

NE

1.7

8.2

9

9

Remote sensing data images
Two types of remote sensing images are used: a WV-2 VHR satellite image and
an UltraCam digital aerial image. A four band (visible and near-infrared) pansharpened, eight bands multispectral image and a panchromatic image of WV2 were collected for the two orchards on July 7, 2012. Multispectral and
panchromatic images were co-registered and projected in Universal Transfer
Mercator (UTM) coordinate system, with the standard spheroidal reference
surface WGS84. Both multispectral and panchromatic images were
geometrically corrected. The UltraCam digital image was taken by a high
resolution multichannel RGBI sensor at a 50 cm spatial resolution. The digital
aerial image was orthorectified to eliminate lens distortion, topographic
correction and camera tilt, and it was co-registered to the WV-2 image. The
spatial and spectral characteristics of both images are indicated in Table 2.
Figure 2 shows the two orchards as obtained from remote sensing digital aerial
photos.
Table 4.2: Spatial and spectral characteristics of RS images
WV2 - Panchromatic
WV2 - Multispectral
UltraCam aerial
photo

Spatial resolution
0.5 m
2m
0.5 m

Spectral bands
8 bands
4 bands

Time of acquisition
July 7, 2012
July 7, 2012
July 17, 2012
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Figure 4.2: Study area with a. orchard 1 planted with peach and b. orchard 2 planted
with walnut taken from an Ultracam digital aerial photo (true color), red polygons are
derived reference tree crown boundary

4.3

Method

Tree extraction consisted of three steps. First, scale-space blob detection was
applied on the panchromatic band of the WV-2 to identify trees in orchard 1.
Second, trees at orchard 2 were detected using the scale-space applied on the
derived NDVI image obtained from the pansharpened image of WV-2. Third,
the results were compared with reference object trees derived from the
UltraCam digital aerial photo to quantify uncertainty for tree identification in
both orchards. The schematic diagram of the methodology is provided in Figure
4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram for tree detection and its uncertainty assessment

Scale-space theory
Scale-space theory provides a framework dealing with image structure where
objects occur at different scales and positions. The input in this study is given
by a two-dimensional orchard image
,
resulting into a family
, ; of
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derived smoothed images from finer to coarser scale where tree objects are
defined at any scale level (Lindeberg, 2010, 2008):

, ;

, ;

∗

,

∬

,

∈

,

⋅

, ;

(4.1)

where
, ;
is the Gaussian scale-space representation (
0) which is
defined by the convolution (∗) of image
,
with
, ; , the twodimensional Gaussian kernel:
⁄

, ;

(4.2)

The Gaussian scale-space representation resulted in a set of smoothed images
at different scales. By increasing from fine to coarse scale in (1), smoothing
of with a larger filter results in removing details from the image. For a twodimensional image, the initial condition is
, ;
,
where
, is the
representation at
0, i.e. it is equal to the original image (Lindeberg, 2013),
i.e.
, ;0
, .
Grey-level blob detection
We associate a tree in an image as a blob being a region of an image consisting
of a bell shaped surface with smoothly varying intensity profile. This object can
be expressed as a function of geographical coordinates and the size of the tree.
Blob detectors are grouped into differential methods, and methods based on
local extrema with respect to finding local extrema in scale-space. For feature
detection using the scale-space representation , points of interest are inside
the blob, being an indication of individual tree objects.
The question to be answered is what properties are corresponding to blobs that
are associated with the individual trees. Different properties of a blob are
(Lindeberg, 2013):

It is a connected region that is clearly brighter or darker than its
background.

It is an area corresponding to different scale levels in scale-space.

It includes a natural significance measure such as the spatial extent and
contrast.

It includes at least one local extremum which is significantly brighter or
darker than its background.
A two-dimensional grey-level blob is illustrated in Figure 4.4. The base-level
blob is defined (Lindeberg, 2013), as:

,
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For any grey-level
, , the base-level blob is the maximum value of
, . The grey-level blob corresponding to the local maximum and its
extent are the elements of interest. A grey-level blob is thus given as a pair of
points consisting of a local maximum and one local minimum or saddle point
(Figure 4.4). It corresponds to those local maxima and minima values without
reducing below the base-level.

Figure 4.4: Illustration of the grey-level blob along the yellow line, a. on the row of trees
of the NDVI image of orchard 2, b. grey-level blob with local maxima and local minima.
This figure shows bright blobs on a dark background of the orchard image

Scale-space blob detection
Tree objects are dark areas that are well visible in the panchromatic band, and
they are bright areas in the NDVI image of WV-2. A negative transform
performed on the panchromatic band makes tree objects brighter than their
background. A grey-level blob of two-dimensional image function consists of a
local extremum and a saddle point or local minimum. The saddle point appears
where a bright blob with the local maximum point meets a second blob. For
each extremum along the different scales, there is a corresponding grey-level
blob towards the local minimum. These grey-level blobs are extracted at each
level of scale corresponding to the blob size as an object with spatial extent in
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space and grey-level. Linking those generated grey-level blobs by means of
different scales gives blobs as higher order objects, i.e. the scale-space blobs
corresponding to geographical coordinates, blob sizes and scale ( ).
Different scales play a predominant role in scale-space blob detection in
particular if saddle points appear or disappear. To handle blob selection at a
particular scale, the determinant of the Hessian (Lindeberg, 2012) as a blob
detector is considered. The scale-normalized determinant of the Hessian
equals:

det

, ;

(4.4)

where
is the Hessian matrix of the scale-space representation . Automatic
scale selection is performed with the scale-normalized differential expression
(4.4), which assumes that local extrema of this operator with respect to the
locations of the objects in a two-dimensional image function correspond to
blobs. A tree as an object or a patch on an image can be determined using the
Hessian matrix of the scale-space representation
at different scale levels
corresponding to the size of blob and location ( , ). Hence, blob detection
involves detection of a local maximum in scale-space, where the point with
coordinates , , is a maximum in all three directions in (4). Here, ,
determines the position, and is relates to the radius of the blob
√2 . In
practice, , and are discrete, and interpolation is used to refine the position
of the local maximum.
Implementation
Individual tree detection was implemented on the WV-2 image. In orchard 1,
a regular pattern in both size and tree texture exists. Therefore, scale-space
theory was applied on the panchromatic band of the WV-2 image. A tree has a
bell shaped spectral profile, whereas identifying the brightest peak is
challenging due to sun illumination effects caused by differences in position of
the sun and the satellite sensor. In orchard 2, trees are two times larger and
more spatial variation can be observed within the tree crowns than in orchard
1. Crown boundaries related to the dark shaded pixels surrounding the
boundary can be observed from the NDVI image obtained from the
geometrically corrected multi-spectral bands of the same image. To obtain the
NDVI at 0.5 m spatial resolution, we performed a Gram-Schmidt fusion (Laben
and Brower, 2000) with the panchromatic band of the WV-2 image. Figure 4.5
illustrates the histogram of two orchards within the panchromatic image and
the NDVI extraction. Within the NDVI image, background and trees can be
observed separately from the histogram of orchard 2 (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5: Histogram of the panchromatic image of orchard 1 and orchard 2 and the
NDVI image of orchard 2, blue dash line indicates separation between trees and nontree on the panchromatic and the NDVI images

The main feature arising in the scale-space representation (4.1) is a blob as a
smoothed region standing out from its surrounding pixels and it has at least
one local extremum. At each scale level a blob is created. Their detection is
done at an increasing scale level by steps of 0.5 m. The size of the blob in the
scale-space domain is based upon the local extrema of the det
(4.4),
corresponding to the geographical coordinates of individual trees. When the
scale increases, noise blobs gradually disappear, whereas blobs due to noise
can survive at many levels of scale if they are located in the region with lower
grey-level intensity. The main concern in automatic tree detection is thus how
to treat the scale parameter. To properly choose this parameter, we need prior
knowledge as geometrical characteristics of trees regarding the size of trees
(Table 4.1). From visual interpretation we can determine the minimum and
maximum tree sizes in an orchard. Next, the scale is treated from finer to
coarser scale levels based upon the minimum size of the tree diameter as for
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the finer scale. This resulted in an increasing scale level on the basis of pixel
resolution, here equal to 0.5 m, to the maximum size of the trees in orchards
at the coarser scale. Figure 6 shows the use of different scales on the small
subset of the NDVI image at orchard 2.

Figure 4.6: A set of smoothed images from a subset from NDVI image of orchard 2, a.
original image at zero scale, b. 3D plot of image at scale 0 (original image), c. smoothed
image at scale 7.5, d. 3D plot of image at scale 7.5, e. smoothed image at scale 50, f.
3D plot of image at scale 50
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Validation
To validate the detected tree crown objects and their boundaries, two
uncertainty assessments have been carried out, focusing on the presence and
the spatial extents of individual trees (Figure 4.7). To do so, a polygon
reference boundary layer was made manually using a visual interpretation from
the Ultracam digital aerial image. Here we follow (Lucieer and Stein, 2002)
who proposed an indicator to evaluate segmentation results of rectangular
objects. We consider a local area tree object difference (∆ ), as:

∆
where
and

(4.5)
is the area of detected tree objects by scale-space blob detection
is the area of reference tree objects. If ∆

is close to 0, a good match

exists for detected tree crown boundary objects. Reference tree object ( ) is
0, i.e.
, and underestimated if ∆
0 (Figure
overestimated if ∆
4.7). The error metrics indicator proposed by (Clinton et al., 2010) was used
for evaluation of detected tree crown boundary object:

Overestimated

Underestimated

∩

1

1

(4.6)

∩

(4.7)

with overestimation and underestimation values between 0 and 1. There is a
good match between reference and detected tree crown boundary if the values
of (4.6) and (4.7) are close to zero. The total detection error equals:

Total detection error

(4.8)
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Figure 4.7: Over-estimate and under-estimate between reference Ri and estimated Di
tree objects

The index

is between 0 and 1. Moreover, three object accuracy indicators

are estimated that are related to the spatial extent of tree objects: detection
ratio of true positives (TP) where trees exist in the reference vector polygon
layers, false positives (FP) that concern improper detection of trees that are
not present at reference layer, and false negatives (FN) where there is a failure
to detect tree objects in the reference layer (Schuenemeyer and Drew, 2010).
To evaluate the distance between two centroids of detected tree object
,
and reference tree crown boundary
,
, the Euclidean distance
(E) (Figure 7) was computed as:

(4.9)
Note that acceptance of agreement is based on having the centroid of each
detected and reference tree object inside the crown boundaries (Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.8: The matched objects are accepted when each center falls within each other.
a) Correctly matched, b) False positives and c) False negatives

4.4

Results

Table 4.3 shows the results for the detection of 498 individual trees crown
objects out of 519 reference objects in orchard 1. In total, 468 tree objects
(90%) truly match with the reference data. In orchard 2, 462 objects are found
among 500 reference objects, with 408 (81.6%) tree objects covered by
reference tree objects. This indicates an FP error rate of 5.5% and 11%, and
FN error rates of 9.0% and 12.0% for the two orchards, respectively.
Table 4.3: Tree crown positional accuracy, mean area difference and total detection error
in orchard 1 vs. orchard 2
Area
Positional
Overestimated Underestimated
Total
difference
accuracy
detection
[m2]
[cm]
error
Orchard
24
2.29
0.45
0.07
0.49
1
Orchard
103
3.43
0.21
0.24
0.25
2

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the results of the scale-space blob detection in the
two orchards, including a map of true positives, false positives and false
negatives. In orchard 1, most trees have a similar size (diameter: 1 m – 3.2
m), exhibit a regular pattern in different rows and have only a few missing
trees. Most of the false negatives are observed for trees smaller than the
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regular size of trees in the orchard, whereas the false positives occur if adjacent
tree canopies interlock. In orchard 2, the size of trees is large (diameter: 3.4
m – 16.4 m), and orchard trees were not planted in a regular pattern. As shown
in Figure 4.10b, false negatives occur in places where there is an interlock
between adjacent trees, whereas false positives are identified on detected tree
crown boundaries where the position of a blob centroid is outside the reference
tree.

Figure 4.9: Results of the scale-space blob on a. the panchromatic image at orchard 1,
b. error map
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Figure 4.10: Results of the scale-space blob on a. the NDVI image at orchard 2, b. error
map
Table 4.4: Tree crown positional accuracy, mean area difference and total detection error
in orchard 1 vs. orchard 2
Area
Positional
Overestimated Underestimated
Total
difference
accuracy
detection
[m2]
[cm]
error
Orchard
24
2.29
0.45
0.07
0.49
1
Orchard
103
3.43
0.21
0.24
0.25
2

Table 4.4 shows that the positional accuracy for orchard 2 is higher than for
orchard 1, whereas for orchard 1 the value of 0.24 m is less than the spatial
resolution of a pixel of panchromatic image. Moreover, the mean of area
difference for the two orchards equals 2.29 m2 in orchard 1 and 3.43 m2 in
orchard 2. The aggregated overestimation error for orchard 1 (0.45) is higher
than underestimation error (0.07), whereas these errors are almost the same
for orchard 2 (0.21 and 0.24, respectively). The total detection error (4.8), for
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both orchards is different, where this error for orchard 2 is less than orchard
1.

4.5

Discussion

In this research we used Gaussian scale-space theory for extracting individual
trees from VHR images addressing automatic detection on complex orchards
with different tree size, texture and spatial variation. The scale-space theory
considers a set of images smoothed at different scales. Representation of tree
objects have an extent in space, scale and grey-level value. The image objects
must be stable with respect to the scale variation. The minimum scale creates
the appearance of blobs, whereas the maximum scale causes the
disappearance of blobs. By controlling scale variation, we were able to
minimize the blob noises and blob overestimation.
The scale-space blob detection requires the size of the trees in orchards from
minimum to maximum diameter of crown boundary. This helps to treat the
extracted object trees at different scales. Without this prior knowledge as
supervised classification, it can also be done with no information on the tree
sizes, e.g. from an unsupervised classification. This would bring an additional
pre-processing step for automatically understanding the crown tree boundary
size. The current study is potentially useful in automatic object-based image
analysis with less prior knowledge, and as such it is at the edge of modern
remote sensing. In traditional image analysis, where a set of training samples
plays an important role, results can change from different user interpretations.
This is the key contribution of this work, as the automatic extraction of
individual trees from VHR images in two orchards with complex spatial
variation can reduce the contribution of user interpretation.
Extracting individual trees is important for farmers and decision makers who
want to make a decision in agricultural management. Although such tree
detection is based on the availability of commercial VHR satellite images, it has
been a challenge even for extracting small trees (Ardila et al., 2011).
Nowadays, images captured by Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) may serve as
an alternative to commercial VHR imagery to monitor orchards over time.
Integrating results of scale-space theory with other sources of information for
plants such as crop health via NDVI and crop water requirements will enable
farmers to control and monitor their orchards from multiple sources.
An important problem in scale-space theory is the shape of blobs. Trees as
patches on the ground with different spatial pattern may occur with random,
regular and clustered patterns (Paulo et al., 2005), causing different shapes
and sizes of trees. A tree that is present on a VHR satellite image consists of a
group of pixels which can have different irregular and random shapes, but
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rarely regular shape as a blob. This causes overestimation and underestimation
of trees (Table 4.4) as for example in our study orchard 1 resulted into a higher
overestimation. The reason is due to sun illumination and a different position
of satellite sensor causing dark shadows (Table 4.1) as compared to orchard
2. The proposed scale-space method thus shows better results when applied
on the NDVI image in orchard 2 as compared to orchard 1 where it was applied
on the panchromatic band of VHR image.
The implementation of the scale-space theory identified most tree objects in
both orchards, with an accuracy of 90% for orchard 1 and 81.6% for orchard
2 (Figure 4.8). False positives at orchard 2 caused a higher positional accuracy
(103 cm) as compared to orchard 1 with less false positives and positional
accuracy (24 cm). False negatives for both orchards occurred where trees were
pruned, e.g. to increase their fruitfulness and growth. False positives occurred
as the proposed method may detect other objects on the image, for instance,
the patch of wheat between the trees. Physically, however, a tree compared
to the patch of wheat can have a different spectral behavior, showing a bell
shape spectral profile on the RS imagery. This can help to better extract the
spatial pattern of trees on a satellite imagery.

4.6

Conclusions

This research produced useful and meaningful delineations of individual trees
from VHR satellite images. The Gaussian scale-space theory provided an
automatic way to detect individual trees from two orchards with different sizes,
species, spatial variation and limited prior information. Results from the two
orchards are in good agreement as compared with reference data. The
proposed modeling can potentially be useful if it is combined with applied RS
irrigation management issues. Further improvements can be expected if a
slight asymmetry of trees would be identified from multiple detections of the
same tree. The straightforward flexibility of this modeling allows scientists,
farmers and decision makers to apply it to other VHR images from different
platforms. Further improvements are needed to study the role of saddle points
and local minima to prevent multiple detections, and remove false positives
where orchards have adjacent tree crown interlocks.
This work has been done in two orchards in semi-arid region in Iran. It aimed
to explore the possibility of using modern RS techniques in agricultural field
with a traditional irrigation network. Most agricultural products including fruits
(70%) for Tehran are provided from this region. The proposed modeling can
help other scientists for further studies such as monitoring trees, change
detection, mapping tree health and also crop water requirement.
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Chapter 5 Refining blob model in scale-space
for tree detection from VHR satellite images4

4
This chapter is under minor revision and has been submitted to:
Mahour, M., Tolpekin, V. A., & Stein, A. (2017). Automatic detection of individual trees
from VHR satellite images using scale-space methods. Remote sensing of environment
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Abstract
This research investigated the use of scale-space theory to detect individual
trees in orchards from Very High Resolution (VHR) satellite images. Trees are
characterized by blobs, e.g., bell shaped surfaces. Their modelling requires the
identification of local maxima in Gaussian scale-space, whereas location of the
maxima in the scale direction provides information about the tree size. To avoid
false detections and imprecise estimates of tree sizes, an accurate
characterization of blobs is required. The study presents a two-step procedures
to relate the detected blobs to tree objects in the field. First, a Gaussian blob
model identified tree crowns in Gaussian scale-space. Second, an improved
tree crown model was applied by modifying a Gaussian blob model in the scale
direction. The procedures were tested on three representative cases: an area
with vitellaria trees in Mali, an orchard with walnut trees in Iran and one with
oil palm trees in Indonesia. Results showed that the refined Gaussian blob
model improved upon the traditional Gaussian blob model by discriminating
well between false and correct detections and accurately identifying size and
position of trees. We conclude that the presented two-step modeling procedure
of tree crowns using Gaussian scale-space is useful to automatically detect
individual trees from VHR satellite images for at least three representative
cases.
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5.1

Introduction

Remote sensing (RS) imagery and technologies can help scientists to detect
and delineate individual trees in precision orchard management. This is
important information for the efficient decision making on crop health and crop
water requirement. Trees establish a spatial pattern at both coarse and fine
spatial resolutions. These patterns can be characterized by different
parameters such as shape, location, species and crown size (Ke and
Quackenbush, 2011). There is a need to precisely estimate tree parameters
like tree size and biomass from an image. In the past, the relatively coarse
resolution of images was inadequate to delineate tree crowns individually
(Ardila et al., 2012b). Such images provide insufficient spectral and
geometrical detail information. In contrast, high resolution images may provide
the necessary detailed information that e.g., to allow for identifying adjacent
tree canopy interlocks.
Obtaining detailed and reliable information on each individual tree from RS
images requires many spectral and geometrical details. In particular,
Worldview- 2 imagery (WV-2) contains panchromatic and multi-spectral
images with spatial resolution of 0.5 m (panchromatic band) and 2 m (visible
and NIR bands), respectively. This resolution level is still too coarse for
delineating interlocking tree crown boundaries, despite several image
processing techniques that have been proposed to do so. For instance, regionbased image segmentation (Erikson, 2004) requires prior knowledge
information on tree shape and size, image template matching (Pollock, 1996;
Wolf and Heipke, 2007) is useful for trees of the same height, size, and species,
and watershed segmentation (Chen et al., 2006; Persson et al., 2002; Pouliot
and King, 2005; Schardt et al., 2002) suffers from over and under
segmentation due to differences in tree heights and variation in the density of
tree crowns (Hamraz et al., 2016). Also, other methods are not solving this
problem. Valley following (Gougeon, 1999) explores local minima of
neighboring tree crown boundaries in a way similar to edge detection
(Gougeon and Leckie, 2006; Brandtberg and Walter, 1998; Culvenor, 2002;
Koch et al., 2006; Popescu et al., 2003; Pouliot et al., 2002). The local maxima
technique (Culvenor, 2000; Wulder et al., 2000) searches local maxima
corresponding to image brightness values at the center of the trees (Pouliot et
al., 2002). This technique, however, suffers from two limitations: it only
detects the location of the tree and it has a problem for multiple detections in
irregular tree crown surface (Figure 5.1b). Figure 5.1 illustrates the local
maxima of a coniferous tree in a natural forest area and a broad-leaved tree
with several local maxima in an orchard area where the number of local
maxima depends upon spatial and spectral resolution of the sensor. The local
maxima technique has been used in several studies to detect coniferous trees,
but for broad-leaved trees it is inconvenient.
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To overcome the multiple maxima problem of the broad-leaved trees, Ardila et
al. (2012b) proposed a pre-smoothing Gaussian filter on a tree crown, followed
by fitting a two-dimensional Gaussian function. This method separates multiple
trees prior to fitting (Figure 5.1d), and causes inaccuracies in tree size
estimates and tree positions for interlocked trees in the presence of
background noise. The parameters of the pre-smoothing filter are adjusted
empirically, and depend upon the spatial resolution of images, tree size and
the degree of irregularity of tree crowns.

Figure 5.1: The intensity profile of a) a coniferous tree with a single maximum, b) a
broad-leaved tree with several local maxima and c) a noisy background. d) Represents
the fitted Gaussian functions after region growing between two interlocked trees, colored
blue and red. The grey curve is obtained if the Gaussian function is fitted to all points,
whereas the black curves are obtained if region growing is applied on the two separate
tree objects.

Gaussian scale-space theory (Brandtberg and Walter, 1998; Lindeberg, 1998;
Skurikhin et al., 2013; Wang, 2010; Witkin, 1983) has been proposed to bridge
the gap between the complex object patterns, detailed geographical
coordinates and sizes of objects. It is based upon detection of local maxima in
the scale-space domain, detecting trees by providing their location and
diameter (Mahour et al., 2016). It had as an assumption that a bell shaped
function similar to the Gaussian function can describe tree intensity in space.
In Mahour et al. (2016) four limitations were identified. First, false detections
occurred for trees that were cut in the past but were still identified as trees.
Second, groups of trees were detected as a single tree. Third, tree size
measurements were not consistently accurate. Fourth, the use of sampled
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Gaussian function in computation of scale-space failed to detect small trees
resulted in false negatives. The present study aims to follow up on that
research by addressing the four limitations. Precise estimates for the
parameters of a spatial tree intensity function are important to discriminate
real trees from false detections in particular if the contrast between trees and
their background is low. Moreover, the presence of high frequency irregularities
of tree crowns (Figure 5.1b) leads to problems in spatial modeling of the tree
intensity function, and this can be compensated by applying a smoothing filter.
However, the parameters of the filter should depend upon tree size, image
resolution, and the size of the irregularities such as width, height and distance
between them. In contrast, scale-space includes such filters implicitly, where
small irregularities are only apparent at small scales, and such modelling
remains unaffected at coarse scales of the scale-space.
The objective of this research is to further improve automatical detection of
individual trees from VHR satellite images. For this purpose, we model tree
crown responses in the scale direction and introduce an improved real tree
crown model by modifying a Gaussian blob model in Gaussian scale-space. The
model is applied to three study areas: two orchards that are different in size,
tree species, and planting pattern, and an area with irregularly positioned
trees.

5.2

Scale-space blob detection

Scale-space theory provides a framework for objects that occur at different
scales and positions and that can be observed from a two-dimensional
grayscale image
, . The Gaussian scale-space representation
, ;
of
,
is a family of derived smoothed images at different scales ( ) and
locations ( , ) (Lindeberg, 2010, 2008) as

, ;

, ;

∗

,

,

where ∗ denotes the convolution operator, and
0. The function
either the two-dimensional sampled Gaussian kernel

, ;

⁄

,

(5.1)
, ;

is

(5.2)

or the two-dimensional discrete Gaussian kernel

, ;

.

(5.3)

In (5.3),
,
, , is the modified Bessel function of the first kind
(Lindeberg, 1990) with integer orders. The Gaussian smoothing kernel (5.2)
as the predominant part of the Gaussian scale-space maintains the structure
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at a coarser scale similar to the finer scale of the original image. The initial
condition of the Gaussian scale-space representation is that
, ;0
,
at the finest scale, i.e. for
0.

Figure 5.2: The spectral profile of tree crowns on a) the NDVI image of WV-2 (2.0 m)
and b) the NDVI image of WV-2 at 0.5 m spatial resolution.

A tree in a remote sensing image can be described by a bell shaped spectral
profile. The position of the brightest peak is subject to the position of the sun
and the satellite sensor. A relative transformation such as NDVI corrects for
the uneven sun illumination of the crown (Ardila et al., 2012a). A tree object
is then a bright region on a dark background in an image with a smoothly
varying intensity profile and a maximum at the center of the tree (Figure 5.2).
We call such an object a blob that can be expressed as a function of
geographical coordinates
,
and size of the tree
.
Figure 5.3 depicts how Gaussian scale-space theory is used for blob detection.
Blobs are detected in scale-space using the local maxima of the scalenormalized determinant of the Hessian (Lindeberg, 2012)

, ,
where

,

(5.4)

. Due to the associativity of convolution,

∗ , i.e. the original image

can be expressed as

convolved by the kernel’s derivative

,

performing a single raster convolution operation in the sampled Gaussian
scale-space. In contrast, the computation of a derivative in the discrete
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Gaussian scale-space requires an additional convolution operation,
where

∗

,

101 .

Figure 5.3: Schematic diagram of the scale-space for blob detection from the twodimensional sampled Gaussian kernel, indexed by , and the two-dimensional discrete
Gaussian kernel, indexed by . The detected red and blue blob objects are from the
sampled and discrete Gaussian kernels, respectively.

We denote a local maximum of
For a blob,

. In images,

interpolation the position

5.3

over scale by its position

,

,

,

and

,

, and size

.

have discrete values, and by

of the local maximum is refined.

Modeling tree crown in the scale direction

Gaussian blob models
For a Gaussian blob the intensity profile is modeled as a Gaussian bell shaped
surface function centered at
and . Taking these values equal to 0 we obtain
⁄

,

(5.5)

where
describes the contrast between the blob and background, and the
parameter is the background assumed to be constant, i.e. independent from
0 specifies the size of the Gaussian blob. A scale-space
and , and
extension of (5) includes the scale parameter
⁄

, ;

.

Substituting (5.6) into (5.4) and setting
0 and
a response of a Gaussian blob in the scale direction

∙

.

(5.6)
0,0;

, we obtain

(5.7)
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A major reason for considering the scale direction is that instead of the analysis
of two dimensional signal
,
we analyze a one-dimensional signal
and
the noise associated with the background and irregularities of the tree crown
is limited to small values of . Model (5.7) is monotonically increasing for 0
and decreasing for
. Its maximum occurs at
and equals

.

(5.8)

A relatively simple model is the Gaussian blob model, where it is obtained from
(5.7) as
Δ
Δy between
. To account for the sub-pixel shift Δr
the Gaussian blob center and the discrete raster pixel location we define
as
as an adjustment to

∙

∙

∙

The global maxima of model
, assuming Δ

≪

.

(5.9)

with respect to

is attained at

.

Models for real tree crown
We observed in all our experiments that
and
approximations for real tree crowns especially for
5.5). Therefore, we modified the real tree model
parameter
0

∙

and

.

are relatively crude
(see example in Figure
as
by including a

(5.10)

This real tree model can again be shifted from the center by Δr, yielding the
as
model

∙

∙

∙

.

(5.11)

Upon implementation, the parameter
is to be estimated, where
 1
distinguishes
and
from
and
, respectively.
and
with respect to are attained at
The global maxima of models
and
, respectively.
Practical implementation
Upon implementation, we first identify the location of the local maximum with
respect to space and scale on the discrete grid for , , and refine it , ,
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using polynomial second order interpolation. Next, we identify the range
,
corresponding to a single blob where
is the
and
lifetime. We do this by region growing into the direction
such that
| increases and
decreases if |
exceeds a small positive threshold value
(Figure 5.4). At
,
may include a contribution from the surrounding
trees, for example, when several trees are found in a cluster. This contribution
may affect fitting the models
. Therefore, we limit the value of
2 .
,
Fitting all models to the discrete observations ,
in the range
was
done by numerically minimizing the sum of the squares cost function using Lfrom all four models is
BFGS-B (Byrd et al., 1995), and the tree size
determined from

.

and therefore include dark
The models (5.8-5.11) for are proportional to
objects (
0). We eliminate those by checking whether the scale-normalized
Laplacian of the Gaussian scale-space

∆

, ,

,

(5.12)

is at a minimum or at a maximum at . This is achieved by checking the sign
of the second derivative of the Δ with respect to .
The volume of a blob,
, is determined in the scale direction as

,

(5.13)

and
below
(Figure 5.4). The blob volume
being the area between
is small for blobs with a low contrast with the background, whereas it is large
for blobs with a high contrast. Relating blob volume to tree detection, we notice
that a tree object has a larger scale-space volume and hence blob of a low
volume can be discarded. In addition, the total relative error ( ) for all models
used to discriminate larger blobs consisting of several tree objects and it equals

∑
for

(5.14)

1, … , 4.
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Figure 5.4: The blob volume
and the blob lifetime
. A blob volume is the area
at scale direction profiles
.The vertical dashed line
below the fitted model
(dashed line red color). Closed
indicates the location of the maximum from model
blue symbols show the range min , max .

5.4

Uncertainty assessment

Two uncertainty assessments were carried out to validate tree crown boundary
detection, focusing on the presence and the spatial extent of individual trees.
We follow Mahour et al. (2016) to accept the number of correctly detected
trees object when the center of each falls within the spatial extent of the
reference data for further analysis. Clinton et al. (2010) proposed over- and
underestimation error metrics when assessing the area of a detected object
with respect to the area of reference object
, as

Ā

1

∩

,

(5.15)

,

(5.16)

and

̱
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respectively, where refers to the number of an individual object. Both (5.15)
and (5.16) result in values between 0 and 1, and there is a good match
between detected and reference tree crown boundaries
,
if these are close
to zero. Furthermore, the total detection error is

Ā

with 0

̱

,

(5.17)

1. We consider three object accuracy indicators concerning the

spatial extent of the tree objects: true positives (TP) where tree objects exist
in the reference polygon layers, false positives (FP) that consider inappropriate
detection where the trees are not present at the reference layer, and false
negatives (FN) where there is a failure to detect objects in the reference layer
(Schuenemeyer and Drew, 2010). The Euclidean distance (E) evaluates the
distance between the centroid of a detected tree object
,
and the
centroid of a reference tree crown boundary
indicator

.

5.5

,

as a positional accuracy

(5.18)

Study area, data and tools

The walnut orchard
The first study area is an orchard cultivated with walnut trees located in the
Qazvin agricultural area in North-western Iran with geographical coordinates
36°06'N, 50°18'E. The main reason to select this study site is the economic
importance of the wood and nuts of the trees. The selected orchard contains
trees of different crown shapes and sizes planted in rows. The study period is
the middle of the growing season (July), when walnut tree crowns interlock
with adjacent tree crowns.
A four bands (visible and near-infrared) multispectral images of WV-2 was
taken on July 7, 2012 at a 2 m spatial resolution. An UltraCam digital image
was collected on July 17, 2012 by a high resolution multichannel RGBI sensor
of a 0.5 m spatial resolution. The digital aerial image was delivered as an
orthorectified image, corrected for lens distortion and camera tilt, and was coregistered to the panchromatic WV-2 image. The UltraCam image was used as
a reference image for uncertainty assessment. For this validation, a polygon
reference boundary layer was extracted manually from the UltraCam digital
aerial photo using a visual interpretation.
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Oil palm trees
The second study area is an orchard with oil palm trees planted in the Kutai
Timur Regency, Kalimantan Timur province in Indonesia, located at
geographical coordinates 00°58'N, 118°03'0E. The oil palm trees are planted
mainly with little differences in crown size and shape following a hexagonal
pattern. The oil palm trees are commercially predominant in the food industry
because of their fruit nutrition and oil production.
A panchromatic image and a four bands multispectral GeoEye images with
visible and infrared bands were acquired on May 25, 2010 at a 0.5 m and a 2.0
m spatial resolution, respectively. The images were co-registered and
projected in Universal Transfer Mercator (UTM) coordinates, with the standard
spheroidal reference surface WGS84 and were geometrically corrected. The
panchromatic GeoEye image was used as a reference image for validation. For
this purpose, a polygon reference boundary layer was extracted manually
representing the oil palm trees.
Vitellaria trees
The third study area contains vitellaria trees located at 12°09'N, 05°12'0W in
Mali, commonly known as shea trees. This type of trees is found throughout
Africa and their economic value is their oil rich seeds from which shea butter
is extracted. In fact, the trees produce shea nuts for up to 200 years.
Multispectral and a panchromatic images of WV-2 were taken on September 9,
2015 having spatial resolution of 2 m and 0.5 m, respectively. The images
were preprocessed using a workflow described in Stratoulias et al. (2017). A
polygon reference layer representing the vitellaria trees was manually
extracted from the panchromatic WV-2 image.
Tools
In this research, we used the R software (2017) with the Rcpp package
(Eddelbuettel and François, 2011) for the Gaussian scale-space blob detection
and tree crown modeling. Ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009) was used for visualization
and data analysis.

5.6

Results

Tree detection using discrete Gaussian scale-space
Figure 5.5 shows the four applied models on the walnut trees detecting a tree
and
provide a better fit to
objects. From Figure 5.5 we observe that
the data than
and
. Next, we observe that the difference between
parameter related
(r = 0.654) is negligible in terms of
(r = 0.653) and
to tree size as compared to reference data. Moreover, the local maxima ( ) of
(r = 0.578) and
(r = 0.579) are different from those of
and
.
For accurate estimation of
one needs either large number of points at scale
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levels
for local interpolation which is increasing computational time or an
.
accurate model, here

Figure 5.5: Scale direction profile
for a real tree. Green, black, blue and red lines
,
,
and
, respectively. The red and black curve are
represent models
invisible because their values are nearly identical to the blue and green curves,
respectively. Green, black, blue and red vertical dashed lines indicate the location of the
for all four models, whereas closed symbols show the obtained range min , max .

Table 5.1 gives the results from applying the discrete Gaussian scale-space
using
. It resulted in the detection of 391 individual trees out of 434
reference objects for the walnut orchard (90%), 252 individual trees out of 306
reference tree objects for oil palm trees (82%) and 238 trees out of 251
reference tree objects (94%) for vitellaria trees. FP error rates of 8.4%, 3.9%,
and 5.0 %, and FN error rates of 7.1%, 6.8% and 5.1% occur for walnut
orchard, oil palm and vitellaria trees, respectively. In fact, FN is lower for
vitellaria trees because of the lower contrast between the trees and their
background, whereas FP is lower for palm trees because of the low degree of
adjacent tree crowns interlock.
Table 5.1: Detected tree objects based on the discrete scale-space and using the
model.
Tree types

Reference

TP

FP

FN

Walnut

434

391 (90.09%)

33 (8.43%)

31 (7.14%)

Oil palm

306

252 (82.35%)

10 (3.96%)

21 (6.86%)

Vitellaria

251

238 (94.82%)

12 (5.04%)

13 (5.17%)
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Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 illustrate the modeling of
for the different tree
types, including a map of TP, FP, and FN. We observe that most trees have a
different size parameter, ranging from 3.4 m to 16.4 m for walnut, and from
1.5 m to 19 m for vitellaria. Oil palm trees have similar range parameters,
between 1.5 m and 3 m. The high FP values for walnut (8.4%) is due to the
regular tree pattern (Figures 6 and 7). FNs for walnut and oil palm trees occur
if adjacent tree crowns interlock, whereas for vitellaria trees they occur where
the position of a detected blob centroid is outside the reference tree crown
boundary.
Table 5.2: Positional inaccuracy, overestimation and underestimation metrics based
upon the modified tree size measurement at
using the
model.
Tree types

A̱

Positional
[m]

Ā
[m]

[m]

[m]

Walnut

0.91

0.32

0.13

0.27

Oil palm

1.50

0.42

0.33

0.57

Vitellaria

1.19

0.31

0.06

0.33

Table 5.2 presents the positional inaccuracy of the different trees. For oil palm
trees it is higher than for vitellaria trees, whereas for walnut trees the value of
0.91 m is slightly lower than that for vitellaria and oil palm trees. The reason
is the different sun elevation angle during capturing of the VHR satellite
images, resulting in small shadows, which made identification of tree crown
boundaries more difficult. Moreover, the aggregated Ā and ̱ values for oil
palm trees (0.42 and 0.33) are higher than those for walnut and vitellaria trees.
The total detection error ( ) is lower for both walnut (0.27) and vitellaria
(0.33) trees than for oil palms, because of their larger tree size and because
they are located in an area with a clear contrast between background and
trees.
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Figure 5.6: Results of the discrete Gaussian scale-space with modified tree size
measurement using model
; a) reference data from an UltraCam image b) walnut
orchard with detected blobs and c) the error map.
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Figure 5.7: Results of the discrete Gaussian scale-space with modified tree size
measurement using model
; a) reference data from a panchromatic image, b) the
oil palm orchard with detected blobs and c) the error map.
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Figure 5.8: Results of the discrete Gaussian scale-space with modified tree size
measurement using model
; a) reference data from a panchromatic image, b)
vitellaria trees with detected blobs and c) the error map. Original image data is (C)
COPYRIGHT 2014 DigitalGlobe, Inc., Longmont CO USA 80503.

Comparison between the sampled Gaussian kernel and the discrete
Gaussian kernel
Figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 compare the two dimensional sampled Gaussian
kernel
and the two dimensional discrete Gaussian kernel
for walnut, oil
palm, and vitellaria trees, respectively. Figure 5.9 shows that the scale-space
with
is capable of detecting 55 very small trees with a tree diameter lower
than pixel size as compared to the average size of walnut trees on the bottom
and top rows of the orchard. The kernel
performs better for the area where
adjacent trees interlock. Figure 5.10 shows that for oil palm trees
can detect
in the hexagonal pattern, whereas
performs
60 small trees more than
better for detecting larger trees. For vitellaria trees Figure 5.11 shows that,
is able to delineate trees with crown sizes
detects 12 small trees, whereas
better approximates the local
that are larger than the pixel size. However,
maxima at (5.4) when obtaining the derivatives at finer scales for small trees.
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Figure 5.9: Differences between sampled and discrete Gaussian scale-space blob
detection for the walnut orchard.
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Figure 5.10: Differences between sampled and discrete Gaussian scale-space blob
detection for the oil palm orchard.

Figure 5.11: Differences between sampled and discrete Gaussian scale-space blob
detection for vitellaria trees.

The parameter for different tree types
Figure 5.12 illustrates the density distributions of the parameter for different
tree types, and for tree crown objects detected using
with the discrete
Gaussian scale-space. For all tree types, we observe one mode that is
substantially larger than 1. For vitellaria, the average of parameter is lower
than for trees in the two types of orchards, whereas close values for
are
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obtained for oil palm trees and for walnut trees. The explanation most likely is
that could be due to internal or external causes: tree species or arrangement
of trees in space.

Figure 5.12: Distributions of parameter
.

5.7

for different trees types obtained with model

Discussion

In this study, the intensity profile of a tree in the scale-space domain was
characterized in an NDVI image by a bell shaped surface as Gaussian blobs.
The Gaussian blob models
and
inadequately described the trees, and
their use caused overestimation and inaccurate tree size parameter estimation.
The empirical models introduced in this paper
and
provided a better
description of the trees and more accurately estimated the tree size parameter
. Indeed, models
and
adequately detected individual trees at the
different scale levels (see Figure 5.5). All four models are asymmetric and in
this sense their use extends local maximum interpolation as in Mahour et al.,
(2016). Moreover, model
reduced the positional uncertainty of walnut
trees from 103 cm in Mahour et al., (2016) to 91 cm in this study.
Models
and
provide a better fit to the data (5.4) in the scale direction
and
because of the different values for individual trees.
than models
Differences between models
and
were negligible in this study,
was affected by the resolution of the satellite
whereas the parameter ∆ in
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image. For estimating trees under similar conditions as in this study, model
is to be preferred, as it is sparser and requires less input for estimating
the tree crown parameters. In fact, model
more accurately estimates tree
with differences from 3 cm to 5 cm. This
sizes as compared to model
difference can be larger if coarse resolution pixels or smaller trees are
considered.
Walnut and vitellaria trees both had a large variation in tree size. Figures 5.9
and 5.11 show that the sampled Gaussian scale-space cannot detect trees with
a slightly lower diameter than the pixel size of the image. The reason is that
the local maxima of the blobs occur at finer scale levels than the image
resolution. In contrast, the discrete Gaussian scale-space overcomes this
problem and is able to also detect small trees at the finer scale level. The
sampled Gaussian scale-space, however, better delineates a large tree at
coarser scale levels if adjacent trees interlock (Figure 5.9 and 5.10).
The scale-space representation (5.1) is the convolution between the discrete
original image and the Gaussian kernel ( or ). For both Gaussian kernels,
the convolution is associative: by taking the derivative of the sampled Gaussian
kernel we can either convolve it with the original image
∗ or
reconstruct a sampled image , and then obtain the derivative
∗

. As the derivative of the sampled Gaussian

→ ∞ if

→ 0. As a result,

the derivatives in the scale-space cannot be correctly computed for fine scales,
corresponding to the smallest trees. Therefore, for small values of we used
in (5.1) to effectively obtain and detect small trees.
We also compared the results of the presented scale-space methods with
methods for tree detection in other studies. Brandberg and Walter (1998)
applied the multiple-scale algorithm to identify tree crown edge contours from
local maxima on aerial imagery of a 10 cm spatial resolution. For evaluation,
they visually interpreted the mean area overlap between delineated and
reference tree crown, resulting in an overall detection rate of 54%. Skuikhin
et al. (2013) identified tree crown centers in a forest area on the two
multispectral pan-sharpened VHR satellite imageries of a 60 cm spatial
resolution. Using the estimated local maxima of the Laplacian in the Gaussian
scale-space on the classified RS imageries, they obtained detection rates of
93% and 86% for the first and the second images, respectively.
Recio et al. (2013) performed a plot-based method on the citrus orchard
without tree crown interlock using aerial imagery of a 50 cm spatial resolution.
They combined image filtering with a weighted average filter and an
unsupervised image classification followed by individualization of a tree using
iterative local maximum filtering. They achieved an overall 90% detection rate,
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and a 40 cm positional error for individual trees. Jiang et al. (2017) used scalespace filtering on a papaya and a lemon orchard with isolated individual trees
from images obtained by unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV). Applying the
Laplacian of the Gaussian function resulted in a 95% detection rate for trees.
FP (6%) and FN (5%) errors were due to multiple detections of a single tree,
and even detection of a dead tree.
All these studies were done on individual trees and delineation was done for
different forest types and various tree species. Also, different sensors and RS
images have been used with varying spatial and spectral resolution, making it
difficult to compare the method. Our method is able to automatically detect
individual tree crowns at a slightly higher detection rate. In addition, the
refined model
in the scale direction provides an accurate estimation of
tree parameters for three economically important tree species.
A final issue we like to address concerns the precise boundary of the tree
crown, which is undefined and its estimation is unstable. We note that tree
crowns have fragmented boundaries, and that stability of its estimate, and
hence of the size of a tree and its position, depends upon the wind speed,
canopy density and noise in the background. To estimate tree size, our method
reports the scale parameter, , assuming a circular shape gives the crown
radius of an individual tree. Trees, however, may have an ellipsoidal or a
truncated cone crown shape, or even have an asymmetric crown in other
environments, such as in natural forests, where tree species and management
practices, such as pruning, differ from those considered in this study.
Therefore, other types of tree shapes should be considered in future modeling
of tree crowns in scale-space.
This research considered two orchards and an area with isolated tree crowns
of different shapes, sizes and species. The scale of management is important
in precision agriculture, as modern management of nutrient and water supply
focuses on treatment of individual trees. An improved detection of individual
trees and delineation of their crowns as shown in this study may likely improve
irrigation management, which depends upon the type and crown size of a tree,
being in most cases a function of the tree cover fraction (Allen et al., 1998).

5.8

Conclusions

In this research, we improved the Gaussian scale-space modeling for detecting
and delineating individual trees from VHR images on three tree types at
different continents. We did so by refining a Gaussian blob model in the scale
direction and proposing the discrete Gaussian scale-space. In doing so, we
were able to more accurately determine the tree size and discriminate between
real tree objects and false detections. The main finding in this study was that
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our proposed model provides a better description of real tree crowns in scalespace than the Gaussian blob model. Our method reduced the number of false
negatives, whereas the discrete Gaussian scale-space model resulted in the
detection of small trees. In this way, our work improved upon the automatic
detection and delineation of trees with varying tree crown sizes that more
accurate than the existing models.
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6.1

Research findings and conclusions

This chapter provides the conclusions to the research objectives and
summarizes the aims of the research objectives. It also provides a reflection
and contributions to precision orchard management and its potential to other
applications such as optimal water allocation at different scale levels, and
monitoring tree health. At the end, it presents suggestions and
recommendations for future directions of the research.
Objective 1: To generate high resolution daily AET maps and consider
uncertainties of downscaling in both data and methods.
Downscaling cokriging was applied with two different procedures in order to
increase the spatial resolution of mapping Actual Evapotranspiration (AET).
First, downscaling cokriging was applied to a 1000 m resolution Land Surface
Temperature (LST) MODIS product. With its outcome, I obtained a 250 m
resolution daily AET map using the SEBS model. Second, a 1000 m resolution
daily AET map at was downscaled towards a 250 m resolution using
downscaling cokriging. For both procedures, MODIS NDVI of 250 m resolution
played an important role as a co-variable to increase the spatial resolution of
both LST and AET. In downscaling cokriging, the key is to find the relationship
between co-variables in order to obtain the downscaled image at a finer spatial
resolution. The results showed that the two AET maps were similar to each
other, whereas AET presented a higher spatial variability if downscaled with
LST. In addition, geometrical anisotropy was observed in the range and zonal
anisotropy was observed in the sill for different geographical directions of the
variograms. This resulted into a complex model for downscaling cokriging. The
directional variograms showed that the anisotropy was caused by the different
directions of the lateral canals in the agricultural irrigation network.
Furthermore, the results were evaluated using Landsat 8 images, where LST
and AET were obtained from the thermal bands and Surface Energy Balance
System (SEBS), respectively. Both downscaled LST and AET were in a good
agreement with the reference data from Landsat 8 images.
The study concluded that downscaling cokriging was successfully applied on
MODIS products, and provided a relatively smooth fine resolution LST map that
was influenced by the NDVI. The procedure can be applied on other MODIS
products where a strong relationship exists between the predictive variable and
a co-variable. Moreover, LST has a large effect on producing AET maps from
RS imageries, and that downscaling cokriging is helpful to provide daily AET
maps at medium spatial resolution.
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Objective 2: To disaggregate from the field scale to the rows and
individual trees for AET estimation integrating SRM and image fusion.
In this objective, I investigated to which degree the available RS images can
be of help in precision orchard management at different scale levels of detail.
The aim was to obtain high resolution information on the basis of the rows and
individual trees at a vineyard from a coarse spatial resolution image of AET
map, and integrate it with the results of the SRM. In order to achieve this,
Super Resolution Mapping (SRM) was applied to a high resolution satellite
image with the aim to detect the rows of trees and individual trees in a
vineyard. In addition, the SEBS model was applied to Landsat images in order
to obtain a 30 m resolution AET map. Image fusion was carried out to integrate
the results of the SRM and AET map at the field scale, for separate rows and
for individual trees. In addition, I assessed the results of SRM using an
UltraCam aerial photo as reference data at the different level of scales i.e.
fields, rows and individual trees. The high resolution AET map was validated
by means of the FAO Penman-Monteith to overcome the lack of in-situ data.
The study concluded that SRM can provide the positional information and the
extent of the canopy crown in rows. The obtained information for individual
trees, however, indicated a higher uncertainty, where uncertainty is defined as
position and the extent of plants in rows and individual trees. The AET values
obtained by the SEBS model showed a good agreement as compared to ET
values derived by the standard FAO methods.
Objective 3: To investigate the application of scale-space methods for
individual tree detection from VHR remote sensing imageries.
In this objective, Gaussian scale-space modeling was carried out to address
the detection of individual trees from VHR satellite images. The aim was to
investigate how individual trees could automatically be detected on two
complex orchards with different tree types (peach and walnut), sizes, texture
and spatial variation. The peach orchard contained a regular pattern in both
tree texture and tree sizes, whereas the walnut orchard showed higher spatial
variability in terms of tree sizes and the lower contrast between trees and the
background covered with grass. Larger tree crowns in the walnut orchard were
observed because of stronger shadow effects. Those were caused in turn by
differences in position of the sun and the satellite sensor. To avoid the shadow
effects and also to accurately estimate the extent of the tree crown, I used the
NDVI image from the walnut orchard and applied scale-space blob detection.
For the peach orchard, this was performed on the panchromatic image. Scalespace blob detection focused on the local maxima from the tree object in the
scale-space domain, where the space referred to the geographical coordinates
of the tree and the scale is related to the tree size. The different scale levels in
the Gaussian scale-space plays a predominant role for detecting individual
trees in particular if the orchard consists of trees with slightly different sizes.
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Scale-space blob detection identified the brightest peak as an extreme in the
scale-space domain with respect to the bell shaped spectral profile of a tree in
an image.
The detected tree crown objects were assessed and their boundaries with the
use of polygon reference boundary from the UltraCam digital aerial image. Two
uncertainty assessment carried out on the presence and the spatial extents of
the detected individual trees. Results from the two orchards were in a good
agreement compared with the reference data.
The study concluded that the Gaussian scale-space can be used to detect and
delineate the individual trees from VHR satellite images leading to improve the
monitoring crop health for the precision orchard managements.
Objective 4: To improve automatic detection of individual tree crowns
from VHR satellite images by refining a Gaussian blob model in the
Gaussian scale-space.
A tree crown model in Gaussian scale-space was improved to address the
fourth objective. This was done by modifying the Gaussian blob model in the
scale direction using a discrete Gaussian scale-space. A two-step procedure
related the identified blob to the tree object in the field. I modified the
traditional Gaussian tree crown model by introducing two new models in the
scale direction that determined accurately tree size measurement. Those were
evaluated on two orchards in Iran and Indonesia, and one area in Mali with
isolated tree crowns of different shapes, tree sizes and species.
Results of tree detection and delineation were evaluated with reference data.
This resulted in an uncertainty assessment of the tree crown boundary and
position estimation focusing on the spatial extent and the presence of the tree
crowns. The refined tree detection procedure resulted in reducing the false
negatives detections combined with providing a better description of the tree
crowns in the scale-space than the Gaussian blob model.
The study concluded that the modified Gaussian tree crown modeling
procedure with the use of the discrete Gaussian scale-space improved the tree
size measurements with respect to the tree crown extents and tree positions
being able to detect very small trees. The main finding was the refined model
yielded adequate description of the real tree crowns in the scale-space than
the Gaussian blob model. Moreover, my method improved upon the automatic
detection and delineation of trees with varying tree crown sizes for at least
three representative cases.
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6.2

Precision tree management from different
methods

Precision orchard management aims at providing management strategies at
different levels of scale to adopt a management policy supporting farmers and
decision makers. The scale of management is important, as it assists in
deciding upon the best treatment level for individual trees. This concerns tree
nutrient management, water supply, treatment of trees that are under stress,
harvesting and even planting trees. The key issue is how the products obtained
with this research and reported in this thesis can be useful with respect to the
different level of scales. The scale level is defined from an orchard to row of
trees, through individual trees towards leaves. For instance, aspects of an
individual tree can influence a group of trees or even an orchard in
management issues. The main issue is to know how precision tree
management affects precision orchard management and in the end provides
the optimal management strategy. To assist in this development, high quality
observations in space, time and spectral information are essential.
This research investigated how to improve tree detection in orchards and
beyond using different methods at different level of scales. The proposed
methods improved the quality of tree detection from the traditional to modern
methods. In this way, different methods were explored, ranging from MRF as
a contextual classification method to Gaussian scale-space methods bridging
the gap between the complex tree object pattern, detailed geographical
coordinates, and the size of individual trees at different scale levels.
In this thesis, four methods are identified that are important for image
processing and image classification. Moreover, it is vital to understand what
the impact of each method from the Remote Sensing perspective is on
precision orchard management.




SRM is able to partition pixels into smaller sub-pixels with the use of
Markov Random Fields (MRF) as a contextual classification in order to
assign the class label from coarser pixel to finer pixels. It also considers
the spatial dependency of the surrounding pixels based on the spatial
distance to assign the class labels with higher probability to the sub-pixels.
In this way, the finer sub-pixels maps can be integrated with multiple
sources like ET maps yielding a new product for the precision orchard
managements.
Downscaling cokriging changes the footprint support which for remote
sensing images is equal to the pixel size from a coarse to a fine spatial
resolution. In this way, pixel support turns to point support with (in
principle) an infinite numbers of points inside the pixel support. Hence,
points within the pixel support can be aggregated to any positive spatial
resolution. In addition, point support variograms and cross-variograms can
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be helpful to model and predict spatial variation of the coarser pixel to finer
pixels. Therefore, downscaling cokriging can provide applications including
other satellite image products where a strong relationship exists between
co-variable and the variable to be predicted.
Gaussian scale-space methods search for extrema in the scale-space crown
over the specific range of scales. Such extremum is related to the size of
the tree object and the detailed geographical position of the tree. These
methods provide a framework to produce meaningful and accurate tree
detection from VHR satellite images. The key issue is that this method is
able to work over complex orchards with different tree sizes, species and
thus showing a large spatial variation. In fact, the methods are
straightforward in modelling tree crowns and can be applied as well to
other VHR images from different platforms like UAVs.
The refined model for tree crown response in the scale direction of the
scale-space domain is presented as the fourth method. It showed that it
improved the real tree crown detection regarding the tree size
measurement and reduced the number of the false negatives compared to
the traditional Gaussian blob model.

For the proposed methods I can also identify several limitations:
‐

‐

‐

‐
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SRM based on MRF can be applied on categorical data. It is also able to
define the extent and positional information of the tree in rows, but
information for individual trees has a higher uncertainty where the tree
boundaries meets the background to be distinguished from the tree crown
boundary. Moreover, SRM cannot be applied on images displaying
continuous data like LST or AET maps.
Downscaling cokriging requires a strong relationship between the
predictive variable and a co-variable. Moreover, the variogram and crossvariogram are based upon different geographic directions; if anisotropy is
observed from both variogram and co-variogram, then cokriging becomes
more complicated and it will require complicated procedures to account for
anisotropies.
Traditional Gaussian scale-space modelling depends upon the scale
parameter selection. Such modelling detects tree crown objects with
respect to the traditional Gaussian blob model. The sampled Gaussian blob
model describes the spectral profile of the tree crown in a rather imprecise
way and it failed to detect the small tree crowns where the size of the tree
is smaller than the original pixel size.
Any tree crown has a fragmented boundary. This causes instability in tree
crown extent estimation. Also, a tree crown boundary depends upon
canopy density, background noise and wind speed. To delineate the extent
of the tree crown boundary, the method proposed in this thesis with the
refined model of tree crown estimation relates the estimated scale
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parameter to the crown radius of the individual tree assuming a circular
shape. For trees with different shapes such as a truncated cones or an
ellipsoidal shape this may be overly simplistic. Moreover, other
environments, such as natural forests, may have trees of different species
and more complex shapes and this will prohibit to apply a uniform
assessment procedure.

6.3

Reflections

We can observe trees on the ground with the use of remote sensing images at
different levels of scale. The question is how and to what extent we are capable
of using derived information from space. Different aspects from a variety of
different trees are objects of interest to be measured and estimated. There is
a gap between remote sensing and ground truth because of indirectly
measuring with remotely sensed images. Therefore, it is important to know
how to best interpret remote sensing products that can estimate as close as
possible to the desired aspects of reality.
There are several types of remote sensing products, mainly raster images, that
can be useful for modeling trees in an orchard. In this way, captured images
are capable of recording objects of interests at the specific time and location.
In particular in orchards the objects are changing fast in terms of time and
location. For instance, a tree crown with its attributes observed from space can
be changed rapidly because of the wind. The latest developments in remote
sensing technologies like capturing video from space may provide better
opportunities to observe those changes.
Scale is of interest for precision orchard management. In traditional
management, the smallest scale was the field, whereas modern management
is able to consider individual trees and even individual leaves. In fact, scale is
a key issue in remote sensing images as there are plenty of images from
different sensors that capture the real world at different levels of scale. For
example, a row of trees may observable from a coarse resolution image but it
may still be impossible to observe individual trees at the same resolution. In
contrast, very high resolution images provide more geometrical and spectral
details of an individual tree. This scale level, however, is insufficient because
of the lack of limited spectral information to provide biophysical properties.
Methods used in this research aim to reduce the gap between the complex
objects on the ground and their geographical information. For this reason,
there is a possibility to link these techniques to management purposes for
precision agriculture. In precision orchard management, a tree or group of
trees may observable for the farmer on the ground. It can be monitored if that
tree suffers from a water shortage, whereas other groups of trees maybe be
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located far from the farmer’s daily inspection round and even may be difficult
to be accessed. For remote sensing techniques, in particular, scale-space
methods can provide meaningful information to farmers and decision makers
to improve upon their management purposes. In fact, with outcomes of this
research, we can rely on what was measured with remotely sensed imageries
in order to automatically detect individual trees with precise spatial extent and
geographical location. That may help and change future precision orchard
management.

6.4

Future work

Precision orchard management from an ecological perspective depends upon
understanding the biophysical properties and the biological information of the
trees with respect to the tree species, tree sizes and the tree density. The scale
of modern management aims at providing adopted policies in precision orchard
management focusing on individual trees or leaves, where the knowledge of
tree crown parameters such as shape, height and crown closure is desirable. A
tree is a plant with a permanent shoot system that is reinforced with a single
woody stem. For understanding biological properties of a tree, the biophysical
structure of a tree needs to be understood. The question is what makes one
species of the tree look different on an image from another type of tree and
what properties can help us to identify different trees. Trees are geometrically
characterized by size and shapes whereas species and type of leaves are
related to biophysical properties of a tree. A tree grows its leaves according to
the available amount of sun light, and it is vital to distinguish and measure the
contributions of leaves in different parts of a tree crown. There are several
biophysical parameters as a key issue for monitoring tree properties such as
the Leaf Area Index (LAI). LAI is the amount of green leaf area per unit ground
area which represents the total amount of green vegetation in a tree that
horizontally projected into the ground surface area. In particular, trees can be
categorized into broadleaf tree and needle tree regarding their biophysical
properties. Leaf angle distribution (LAD) refers to the varying directional leaves
orientations, and often described by the mean leaf angle (MLA). Plants like
trees with mostly horizontal foliage reflect light differently than vertically
oriented foliage, like grass. The LAI can help us to understand how healthy
trees occur in an orchard by measuring the vertical intensity profile of a tree
crown and monitoring how changes in climate affect tree growth.
Remote sensing images with varying spectral bands are capable of estimating
the biophysical properties, like LAI in the large scale of forest area. To be able
to assess the contribution of leaves along the profile of a tree, Lidar images
can help measuring the height of the trees. Providing Lidar images requires a
huge investment for a particular orchard, and it is expensive for monitoring
the crop health and biophysical properties of trees. Optical VHR satellite images
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are capable of measuring the spectral and geometrical properties of trees, in
particular, Worldview-2 with 2 m and 0.5 m spatial resolution for multispectral
images and panchromatic image, respectively. According to crop health and
biophysical monitoring, VHR images are available every three days or less as
temporal resolution. Therefore, it is vital to understand and derive the
geometrical properties of the trees with different species, tree sizes, shapes
and spatial variation from RS imageries.
There is a variation in spectral response of a single tree crown. This is related
mainly to the variation in leave density. This variation has two main
components: 1) a low frequency radial dependence and 2) a high frequency
irregularities of tree crowns that bring problems when spatial modelling tree
intensity profiles. The low frequency component can be observed from VHR
satellite images of trees with a crown diameter of a few pixels. In this way, the
focus can be on the low frequency component to find a mathematical model
that can describe it. The need for this model as the following:






It is able to detect trees and distinguish them from uneven noisy
background.
It may help to differentiate different tree species.
It may help to investigate overall tree stress, related e.g. to health or water
shortage.
It allows accurate position determination of individual trees.
It is more accurate than simple boundary delineation, because the
boundary can be affected by wind, and by the different looking angles of
sensor.

Full development for such models is outside the scope of the current thesis and
should be addressed in future research. Scale-space methods, however, can
provide the generic steps of generating an ideal synthetic model for a tree
crown that can be comparable with a single tree from satellite images. The real
tree model can be simulated through coarsening. There are examples of tree
models such as Pollock, truncated Pollock, Gaussian, truncated Gaussian, and
constant. They may hold for many tree species, but probably not for all of
them.
It is not so difficult to imagine that the work presented in this thesis and at
present focusing on orchards could possibly be extended as well to patches of
trees that are not orchards, and even to larger forested areas. To explore this
direction is, again, possibly interesting research of future studies.
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